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Guess which
business owner
has switched to
a Real Time
Accountant?
Making Tax Digital for VAT
What does this mean?
By April 2019, businesses above the VAT Threshold will
need to keep Digital records and from 2020 this should
apply to all other businesses who will be updating HMRC
quarterly for their corporation tax, Income Tax and
National Insurance obligations digitally. It is a signiﬁcant
change for many of us and means the end of the annual
tax return to be replaced with a digital tax account where
all your information will be stored in one place.
This change in the way HMRC wants information from
tax payers means that you may need to move from your
existing desktop or manual record keeping and onto an
online accounting package.
The good news is we are certiﬁed in the installation and
operation of Online Accounting software which is digitally
compliant and speciﬁcally designed for small and medium
sized business
Isn’t it time you switched to a Real Time Accountant?
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2019 – bring it on!
A
S we sit on the cusp of
a new year with some
possible/probable/definite
(delete depending what day of
the week it is) defining news on
the Brexit front, BusinessTime in
Essex has some very exciting and
significant news of our own – two
pieces in fact.

Firstly, we are launching BusinessTime in Essex
Online – and you can read all about this on
page 7.
Secondly, we are making a change to the
distribution methodology of the printed
magazine which reflects the ever-increasing
demand by business people across the county to
receive a copy. We will still be mailing out 8,000
free copies of the magazine but will now be
doing so on a selective rotating basis to different
recipients to ensure as many people as possible
get to read the magazine.
It means that, as from the next issue, there are
three ways of guaranteeing receiving a regular
copy of the magazine: you are an advertiser, you
are a member of Essex Chambers of Commerce
(yet another perk of membership!) or you can
subscribe. For the very modest annual sum
of £15 plus VAT (including p&p), you will be

sent the four 2019 issues of BusinessTime in
Essex. 72 pages crammed with news, views
and information keeping you in touch with this
amazingly vibrant county of ours.
So if you don’t want to risk missing out on
the country’s fastest growing regional B2B
magazine, email me at peter@pjrcomms.co.uk
and we’ll make all the arrangements for your
subscription.
With the launch of BusinessTime in Essex
Online, we anticipate the total readership of
each issue of the magazine to be 30,000. That’s
an impressively high penetration of the key
business decision-makers across the county.
Our vision is for this readership to form the core
of what we want to develop as the ‘Business
Community in Essex’. The dictionary definition
of community is: the condition of sharing
or having certain attitudes and interests in
common. The more forward-thinking business
folk of Essex will surely recognise that working
together is far better than working in splendid
isolation – so let’s develop that community!
Whilst setting this noble aim for 2019, don’t
forget to leave a little time to enjoy the coming
festive season and do try and take a few days
off to recharge those batteries. Have a great
Christmas and see you all next year.

BusinessTime in Essex
is published by
Colchester-based
PJR Communications.
Publishing Editor
Peter Richardson
01206 843225
or 07778 067614
peter@pjrcomms.co.uk
Sales
Vivienne Richardson
01206 843225
Designed by
Dean Allen Design
077939 89441
Printed by
Printwize
01376 500900
Mailed out by
Direct Solutions
01255 221322
To advertise or feature
in the next issue of
BusinessTime in Essex,
contact Peter or Vivienne
as detailed above.

Publishing Editor

Risk Free recruitment without strings
GOOD FOR
CASH-FLOW
Try out your
new recruit
without
upfront
fees

Try
before
you
buy!

121Personnel.co.uk
Nothing to
pay until the end
of months…
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If you have a business dispute worth
between £10,000 and £25,000, you can
count on Birkett Long to fix the fee from
the outset. We’ll take you through the
process and tell you about any additional
costs that might crop up (like court fees
for example). If we can help you avoid
issuing court proceedings, we will.

Resolving a dispute can take
considerable time, effort and money
that you could better use to operate,
manage, or grow your business. Birkett
Long will help you to resolve the
disagreement as cost effectively, and
with as little damage to relationships,
as possible.

Contact Perdeep Grewal about our fixed fee litigation service
Tel: 0330 1075143 Email: perdeep.grewal@birkettlong.co.uk
www.birkettlong.co.uk

Authorised and
regulated by
the Solicitors
Regulation
Authority
(No: 488404)
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SELEP calls for continued FE funding
THE South East Local Enterprise
Partnership (SELEP) marked
National Colleges Week by
sending a letter to Chancellor of
the Exchequer Philip Hammond
and Apprenticeships and Skills
Minister Anne Milton, highlighting
the LEP’s support for colleges and
the need for continued funding of
the FE sector.
Adam Bryan, Managing Director of SELEP,

said: “In our letter to Ministers, we have made
clear our growing concern at the national
disinvestment in education and skills training
for both 16 to 18-year-olds and adults. As our
skills strategy sets out, Further Education
participation and apprenticeship take up has
declined. It is essential we have a well-funded
and effective skills system in place to train,
upskill and retain adults and young people
at a time when there is likely to be a need for
much greater self-sufficiency in UK skills.
“National Colleges Week is the perfect time
to urge Government to work with colleges
and ourselves and other LEPs to address

underfunding and to tackle challenges
such as tutor shortages. This will help us
deliver against the Government’s industrial
strategy and achieve the very best for our
communities and employers.

High Street store for two months.
Alongside overall winner Samantha,
children’s author Josie Dom, Jacquelyn
Hayward of Woofs and Meows
Treats, Kate Cox Garden Design and
Consultation, and Philippa Kettlewell of
As-If Living will all win one-week trading
in Fenwick Colchester.
Samantha’s business, NaviStitch,
combines authentic navigation charts
with a love of stitching to create unique
and personal works of art and has also
created a range of printed greetings
cards.
The announcement was made at
Colbea’s Annual General Party – a
celebration of entrepreneurship in

Colchester.
Each winner had to make it through
a rigorous judging process, comprised
firstly of delivering a strategy of delivery
within Fenwick, before shortlisted
candidates faced a judging panel
consisting of Ashleigh SeymourRutherford, Colbea CEO, Julie Haywood,
Group Buying Director for Fenwick and
Lisa Oldman, Sales Manager for Fenwick,
Vickey Parnell from NatWest Bank.
Ashleigh Seymour-Rutherford, Colbea
Chief Executive, said: “The judges and
I were very impressed by the amount
of hard work and dedication that went
into the applications and the shortlisted
candidate pitches. It was not an easy
task to select our winners.”

“Across our geography we have invested more
than £40million in more than 30 Further
Education capital projects. Through our
recently launched five-year skills strategy,
we are developing proposals to tackle tutor
shortages and exploring solutions such as
virtual reality and online learning to respond
to challenges.”

Start-up wins top prize
M
ORE than 100 members
of the local business
community gathered
at Wivenhoe House, Colchester
to see Samantha Luxford
announced as the winner of
the ‘In the Market for Success’
competition organised by
Colchester Business Enterprise
Agency (Colbea).

The money-can’t-buy prize will enable
the Ardleigh-based artist to take her
nautical art start-up business into
Fenwick’s 90,000 square feet Colchester

Sian joins Colbea board
COLBEA has announced the
appointment of Sian Taylor
of Birkett Long to its board of
directors.
Sian, who specialises in commercial
property law and represents the
commercial real estate team for Birkett
Long’s Health & Social Care team, will not

only represent Birkett Long but also add
further expertise to the Colbea board which
already encompasses a wealth of crosssector experience from some of the area’s
most community-conscious organisations.
Sian said: “I am thrilled to become a
member of the Colbea board and am really
looking forward to using my knowledge and
experience to add value to the company.”

Investment opportunities promoted
INVESTMENT opportunities
in Tendring were promoted
to government ministers and
businesses at a Parliamentary
event hosted by district MPs Sir
Bernard Jenkin and Giles Watling
and organised by Tendring District
Council (TDC).
Around a theme of Tendring4Growth, the

event focused on key areas such as offshore
wind farms and the potential growth in
the low carbon energy sector, tourism
opportunities such as those surrounding
Mayflower 400 and the Corbeau Seats Rally,
housing growth and garden communities
– in particular Jaywick Sands – and the
development of skills to create a workforce
capable of delivering future growth.
The event was the launch of
Tendring4Growth which will be continued by

the council as it continues to work to attract
further investment and jobs into the area.
TDC leader, Neil Stock said: “There has
already been a great amount of public
and private sector investment in Tendring,
from the Galloper Wind Farm operations
and maintenance facility in Harwich to
the £36million coastal defence scheme at
Clacton. But we need to continue to grow and
create the conditions for businesses to grow
too, and Tendring4Growth is all about that.”
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Leith’s Ridge, Salamanca. Site of the major victory for Wellington and the Essex Regiment in 1812.

Why is the top of the hill
so important?
Find out from Steve Bird, Business Facilitation Director,
Corporate Battlefields on pages 10 & 11
We deliver leadership to management of both big and small companies
in a bespoke, unique, memorable and valuable way.

Developing business people,
through battlefield insight
Serious Business

Tel: 01277 890470 | www.corporatebattlefields.com
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BusinessTime in Essex
Online set for take-off
BusinessTime in Essex Editor,
Peter Richardson, unveils a whole
new exciting phase
of the magazine.

I

N two very fast-moving
years (certainly from
where I’m sitting anyway),
BusinessTime in Essex has
grown from a ‘why not give it a
try’ idea to the largest printed
regional B2B magazine in the
country – and that’s all thanks
to the support of you, the Essex
business community.
Now, I am delighted to announce the
next exciting phase in the magazine’s
development – the addition of a hugely
exciting digital version, BusinessTime in
Essex Online. I stress the word addition.
The printed quarterly magazine has
clearly proven popular and found a
niche in an increasingly digital world.
People say how they like to read a
‘real’ magazine, so fear not: the print
magazine will remain the ‘flagship’ of
the operation.

However, a digital expansion of
the magazine will provide extra
opportunities and solutions to certain
challenges presented by a print
magazine. A digital platform will enable
us to make the magazine available to
the whole Essex business community
and beyond, it will let us offer costeffective advertising opportunities
and, very importantly, it will allow us,
when running news stories, to shed the
restrictions of four deadlines a year.
From now on we will be able to cover
a story the minute it breaks, not have
to wait up to three months for the next
issue.

So, all very exciting!
BusinessTime in Essex Online
will launch on December 1 at
www.businesstimeinessex.co.uk Here’s
a small taste of what you can expect.
• breaking news about the Essex
business scene
• comment and debate on the big
business issues
• a showcase directory for Essex
businesses who want to feature their
own business and to work with other
local businesses
• a fabulous new PR platform which
will enables all types of organisations
including the businesses of
Essex to share their news and

announcements
• ample and flexible advertising
opportunities
• last but certainly not least, the
opportunity to read, word-for-word
and all 72 pages, the latest issue of
BusinessTime in Essex magazine!
There will be numerous digital
marketing packages starting from just
£20 a month.
Whereas many business websites
struggle to attract significant numbers
of visitors, I firmly believe the
opportunity to join the 15,000 readers
of the print version of BusinessTime
in Essex will ensure at least a similar
number of readers flocking to
BusinessTime in Essex Online.
Naturally though, we’ll be
demonstrating much more than a blind
show of faith in the product to drive
people to the website. An extensive
social media campaign will be waged
to make sure businesstimeinessex.
co.uk becomes the beating heart of the
Essex business community. The printed
version of BusinessTime in Essex very
rapidly became a hugely popular
addition to the county’s business scene
– my aim is to achieve exactly the same
with the digital version.
Quality content will drive the new
digital venture but, as with the
print version, it is the willingness
and enthusiasm of you, the Essex
businessman and businesswoman,
which will determine just how
successful a venture we can make this.
If you share my vision to create a
‘business community’ here in Essex
which becomes the envy of the
country, a model for others to emulate,
then let’s talk. Business works best
when it communicates. With a new
year just around the corner, make it
your resolution to grab this exciting
marketing and communications
opportunity by the horns.
If you’d like to know more about the
opportunities afforded by
BusinessTime in Essex Online,
why not give me a call on
01206 843225 or 07778 067614,
or email me at peter@pjrcomms.co.uk
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A world-class
business education
from Essex
Boost your skills, develop your team and
embrace large-scale organisational change.
At the University of Essex our executive education
programmes can turn ‘business as usual’ into something
incredibly productive. At Essex Business School
we’ve been teaching the next generation of business
professionals for 25 years, offering our expertise through
these unique executive programmes.

This is your opportunity to access our innovative
teaching, so you can reach your personal and business
objectives. Plus, our programmes provide the opportunity
to create valuable networks with likeminded business
leaders.

The course provided so much great
material, there is so much to apply.
The teaching style of the course
was well balanced and I very much
enjoyed it. I have passed my positive
feedback to my colleagues.
Joanna Cross, Managing Director,
Clarendon Serviced Apartments

Get in touch
The Executive Education Team
T 01206 872131
E execed@essex.ac.uk
u www.essex.ac.uk/executive-education

Take advantage of our special offer
Quote ‘BusinessTime’ when you contact
us for 20% off our Open Programmes.
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A year of more
highs than lows
W

ELL, that’s another
year almost gone
and what a year we
have had. Like most businesses
in Essex, and yes we are a
business in our own right
as well as supporting and
representing businesses, we
have had some highs and lows
but on balance probably more
highs than lows.
Because we know that trading
conditions can be variable for many
businesses the Chambers’ Board has
agreed not to increase membership
subscriptions for next year. If you
are an existing member we trust this
will encourage you to renew your
subscription but if you are reading this
as a non-member of the Chambers we
hope that you will seriously consider
joining the variety of businesses large
and small within our membership.
Exporting continues to be an extremely
important part of our work and we look
to be on course to once again process
around 11,000 export documents for
businesses of all types and sizes. Like
everyone else we still don’t know what
the outcome of Brexit will actually be
but we have been working hard with
our exporters to help them prepare
for what might be the most likely
outcomes.
As part of that, our International Trade
Forum has met twice in London, firstly
with the then Minister of State for
Trade Policy, the Rt Hon Greg Hands
MP, and at the beginning of December
with the Rt Hon Liam Fox MP, Secretary
of State for International Trade. That
we can get to Ministers of this rank
and calibre is a testament to the
esteem that the Chambers are held
in Whitehall. We will be continuing to
lobby on behalf of our exporters in 2019
by which time we should know exactly
what has been agreed with the EU.

We have also been lobbying hard on
the need to improve our infrastructure,
whether it’s road, rail or broadband.
Highways England chose us to help
them engage with Essex businesses
as part of the proposed third Lower
Thames Crossing. A number of events
are being held to enable the public to
have their say on the proposals being
put forward and we would encourage
you to take time and find out exactly
what is being planned.
More recently we held our third
Parliamentary Reception in the House
of Commons which was hosted for us
by the Rt Hon Priti Patel MP. More than
70 Chambers members joined us to
celebrate the work of the Chambers
and we were supported by a good
number of other MPs, Chambers
patrons, the Crime Commissioner and
the Chief Constable of Essex. It was
good to know that our work is valued
by business and politicians alike.
Although our policy-related work is
important, so too are our exhibitions.
Discovering Business in Essex was
once again a huge success and will
be returning for 2019 so watch out
for details of how to book your stand.
Basildon Council also asked us to run
the Basildon Business Expo for a second
year and, as I write, the finishing

Denise Rossiter, Chief
Executive of Essex Chambers
of Commerce, reflects on a
challenging year but one with
more highs than lows.

touches are being put to what looks like
a bigger and better event than last year.
We have changed the format of our
networking events as there seems to
be so many similar events around the
county. We have had more visits to
Chambers members and fewer events
in hotel meeting rooms. So far they
seem to be successful and we will look
to develop them further in 2019 but we
would welcome any feedback from you
as to what you would like to see.
Anyway that’s enough from me for this
year. There’s one final thing though, as
I’ve said we have had a pretty good year
and my thanks go to my small team
of staff who work for the Chambers.
We believe we punch well above our
weight and I hope you do too. However,
we couldn’t do it without the support of
our members so my thanks go to all of
you who are members or support us in
other ways. Without you there wouldn’t
be an Essex Chambers of Commerce.
I look forward to seeing you all
somewhere in Essex in 2019!

Denise and MP Priti Patel welcome guests to the House of Commons reception on Budget day.
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CRYSTAL ball gazing is always a hazardous pastime and none more so than when an undoubtedly Brexit-dominated 2019 is the subject
matter – but that hasn’t stopped a few brave souls accepting the BusinessTime in Essex challenge when asked what the county’s business
folk should expect in the year ahead.

So what does 2019
hold in store for us?

D

R Robert Singh, Deputy
Director (Enterprise) at the
University of Essex, said:
“We see increasing the productivity
of businesses as a key priority for
2019 across the UK. This message
has been reinforced with the
emergence of the Government’s
Industrial Strategy Challenge
Fund which consistently includes
knowledge transfer between
universities and businesses as
a mechanism to collaborate, an
area that the University of Essex is
particularly strong.

“In this current period of uncertainly
with Brexit on the horizon, I expect

the East of England to
continue to thrive and
experience growth. The
Essex business landscape
consists of predominantly
SMEs which provide
resilience and agility,
which should stand the
region in good stead with
potentially unsettled
times ahead.
“We have had feedback
from local businesses that
specialist jobs in the areas
of Artificial Intelligence
are in high demand
because the way companies are being
forced to rethink the way they use their

data. Our new Innovation
Centre is hoped to be
at the forefront of this
‘technical revolution’ in
Essex, drawing more than
2,000 employees and 20
resident companies to
Colchester, building on the
area’s global reputation
for analytics and data
science.”
Jamie Burles, Managing
Director, Greater Anglia,
said: “It looks like there
Dr Robert Singh
could be a lot of road
works coming up in Essex.
In his October budget, the Chancellor
announced he has created various funds

SOLICITORS fOR
IndIvIduaLS
and buSIneSS
T 01206 574431 tsplegal.com
The TSP Employment team was rated
Top Tier in Essex in the 2018/19
Legal 500 rankings. Team leader,
Richard Porter was singled out as a
Leading Individual and solicitor Sam
Welham also recommended.
Richard Porter
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Sam Welham

The team impresses with its
‘realistic advice’, ‘understanding of clients’ needs’
and ‘communication that is delivered to a high
standard’. They act for both local and international
businesses across many industry sectors.

for road-building schemes,
including £25.3 billion
to improve trunk roads,
£3.5 billion per local
authority for major road
projects, £420 million
for potholes, bridges and
tunnels and £150 million
for traffic hotspots such
as roundabouts. Naturally
councils and politicians in
Essex are hoping to get a
decent share of the money
available, in particular for
major schemes including
building a third lane on the A12 from
Chelmsford to Colchester, building a new
A120 between Rivenhall End and Braintree
(the preferred option following the
dualling consultation) and improving the
A120 between Colchester and Harwich.
“With all these impending roadworks,
combined with a rise in fuel prices of 10
per cent from March to September 2018,
there is probably no better time to use the
train for commuting, business and leisure
travel - especially as 2019 is the year when
the first of our brand new trains start to
enter service. We’re replacing every single
one of our current trains with brand new
state-of-the-art trains in a £1.4 billion
investment. Every new train will have
more seats, plug and USB sockets to keep
phones, tablets and laptops charged, and
fast free wifi.

“For years, the railway
in East Anglia has
suffered from chronic
underinvestment, leaving it
with ageing infrastructure
and old trains. Fortunately,
and in many ways thanks
to constructive lobbying
by local politicians,
chambers of commerce,
local authorities and
Greater Anglia, we are now
seeing billions of pounds
invested in our railway.
Jamie Burles
Network Rail is carrying
out a multi-million railway upgrade plan
and is completing improvement projects
including the replacement of the overhead
wires between Southend Victoria and
Shenfield and the final parts of a major
scheme to replace overhead
wires between Shenfield and
London Liverpool Street.”
Steve Bird, Business
Facilitation Director at
Brentwood-based Corporate
Battlefields, said: “The future
is never easy to predict and
next year is even harder to
predict than usual. The only
thing to be sure of is that
there will be winners and
there will be losers - so the
real question is, how do we
become winners in a game

we don’t yet understand?
“Think of your business as a group of
soldiers at the bottom of a hill. You are
pretty sure the opposition - let’s call it
2019 – also wants that hill. You’ll only see
over that hill when you take the top - and
the opposition might beat you to it! What
can you do now to get there first and be
able to beat whatever is thrown at you?
“What about you? Are you the best you
can be? Are you healthy? Eating and
drinking properly? Getting enough sleep?
Have you thought through a range of
scenarios? What will you do if you’re
amazingly successful? What if you fail
disastrously?
“Now what about the people you need to
help you succeed? Can you give those
people the belief and abilities to get
themselves up that hill
and beat whatever they
meet at the top? Have you
done all you can to equip
them - whether that means
briefings, training, tools,
whatever - or will they stop,
not know what to do or turn
back down the hill? What
other preparation can you
do now?

Steve Bird

“We can’t know what the
future will bring but we can
do a lot more to be ready
for it.”

01206 323900
www.aegissecurity.co.uk

Security – A Difficult Choice Made Easy

Trading Since 1984

Automated Gates

Gates & Fencing

Intruder Alarms

CCTV

Access Control

Fire Detection

Manned Guarding

Automated Barriers

Safes & Cabinets

Security Lighting

Local Councils / Property & Block management / Schools / Construction / Retail
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Expect more
care and expertise for all your
business needs
Expert legal and financial services in Chelmsford

www.teeslaw.com
Call us on 01245 491122
Parkview House, Victoria Road South, Chelmsford CM1 1NG
Offices also at Bishop’s Stortford, Saffron Walden, Royston and Cambridge

Tees is a trading name of Stanley Tee LLP regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. Registered in England and Wales
number OC327874. Tees is a trading name of Tees Financial Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales number 4342506.
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Three steps to an
effective business plan

W

HETHER you’ve got a big
idea that you can’t wait to
unleash on the world, or
you’re a little further down the line
and want to build on early success,
the importance of having firm and
sensible plans in place really can’t
be overstated.
Our Small Business Unit team speaks
regularly with people who are enthusiastic
about what they do and are fantastic at
doing it. Yet some fail to think properly
about the best way to future-proof their
business and maximise the profits they are
making.
Would you build a house without plans
to work from? Or would you drive to an
unknown destination without a planned
route? No, and the same principle should
apply to your business. New business
owners should always have a plan in place
from the outset, with targets for at least
the first three years. Growing organisations
should ensure they are regularly forecasting
and tracking the effects of any strategies for
expansion.
The very thought of creating a business
plan may strike fear into a business owner;
visions of glossy dossiers with pages of
financial information spring to mind. These

visions can see the very idea of planning
fall to the bottom of a to-do list, in favour
of more exciting tasks. But the biggest myth
about business plans is that they have to
be long, detailed and complicated. The
best business plans are often just a few
pages long, as they only include the most
important information. So, what should be
included?
The first step is to focus on income. It is
important to set realistic and achievable
sales targets for at least the next 12 months.
These targets need to take any seasonal
fluctuations into account so that the sales
profile can be accurate for the whole year.
Subsequent sales targets can then be based
on those detailed targets set for the first
year, perhaps with percentage increases
built in to reflect expected upturns in sales.
The second step is to build in the direct
costs you will incur in delivering the
expected sales. The nature and level of these
will differ depending on your industry. For
example, a service industry will have very
few direct costs, whereas a business that
buys and sells goods will have more sales
costs. Once these are deducted from the
forecasted sales, you will be left with the
expected gross profit.
The final step in a basic financial business
plan is to think about additional overhead
costs. These will vary from business

Dean McCormack, an Associate at
Essex accountants Rickard Luckin
and leader of the Small Business
Unit team, explains the three steps
to, if not heaven, certainly an
effective business plan.
to business, but may include rent,
telephone and internet, professional fees,
administrative salaries, training, or client
and staff entertainment. These costs will
be deducted from the gross profit to give an
expected net, or ‘bottom line’, profit. Your
plan could later be expanded to include
other useful information, such as how
cash flowing through the business may
differ from expected profits made, or the
calculation of break even points (the value
of sale required to cover the costs a business
is committed to). By regularly comparing
actual results to those included in the
business plan, upcoming challenges can
be viewed more clearly and much earlier,
allowing for informed decision-making that
will reduce the impact of those challenges.

Higher and Degree Apprenticeships
Our Higher and Degree apprenticeships are work-based
qualifications which focus on providing apprentices with the
practical skills, technical knowledge and behaviours needed
within your future workforce.
Nobody understands the competencies and work-ready skills that organisations
need graduates to possess better than employers themselves. That is why we
work closely with businesses to deliver apprenticeship standards that
meet your specific industry needs.

Higher apprenticeships are offered in:
· Operations/Departmental Manager Level 5
· Professional Accounting / Tax Technician Level 4
· Construction Management Level 4
· Engineering Level 4 (Multiple Pathways)
· Chartered Manager (Degree Apprenticeship) Level 6

� 01206 712043 � business.solutions@colchester.ac.uk
Home

As an employer we
recognise the importance
of investing in new skills
to enable the future growth
in business.
Fläkt Woods Limited

colchester.ac.uk/higher-apps
1
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1 million sq ft of Business Park Opportunity
Offering Freehold & Leasehold bespoke
OFFICE & INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
THE HOME OF THE “LAUNCHPAD” INNOVATION CENTRE
Airport Business Park will be a market leading business park experience.
It will boast a scale and scope of opportunity for ambitious companies
that desire contemporary, world-class infrastructure.

For all enquiries please contact the joint agents:
Mike Gray

mikegray@dedmangray.co.uk

Roy Horton

royhorton@dedmangray.co.uk

Delivered by
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&

Colin Herman

01268 532425

colin.herman@kemsley.com

Tim Collins

tim.collins@kemsley.com

www.abp-southend.com

Optimism in the Budget air

A

CCOUNTANCY firm,
Rickard Luckin, hosted
its annual Autumn
Budget and Economic
Briefing, highlighting headline
economic, tax and VAT
developments important to
Essex businesses.

Nina Skero, Head of Macroeconomics at
the Centre for Economics and Business
Research, opened the event with an
insightful overview of the UK economy to
date, tracking GDP growth and stand-out
sector performances across a handful of
industries.
The most encouraging headline was
the finding that the East of England is
expected to grow faster than any other
region in the UK during the next four
years. Nina said: “I was encouraged to
hear a few business representatives in
the audience talk about their recent
expansion efforts. They explained
that even though they’re aware of the
economic headwinds, they’ve found good
opportunities to acquire more space and
hire additional workers and they decided
that now was a good time to grow.
“This apparent confidence among the
business leaders present makes me
hopeful for the future, as business
confidence can be rather self-fulfilling.
Businesses are optimistic so they invest;
this boosts growth thereby justifying the
confidence.”
With a positive, overall economic outlook
established for Essex, businesses didn’t
have much to fear from Budget 2018, as

the Rickard Luckin Tax and VAT teams
delivered their key takeaways on a fairly
risk-averse Budget.
Tax Associate, James Boustead, confirmed
the planned reduction in the main rate
of corporation tax to 17% would provide
a major boost to businesses. James’ focus
on Budget amendments concerning
corporates and employers delivered yet
more good news, with the confirmation
that there would be a fivefold increase
in the Annual Investment Allowance
(AIA) from £200,000 to £1m. The AIA is an
amount of qualifying capital expenditure
a business can claim a 100% write-off
against taxable profits in the year the
costs are incurred. This change will come
into effect from 1 January 2019 for two
years.
James said: “Perhaps the most interesting
tax announcement for businesses is the
introduction of a new Structures and
Buildings Allowance (SBA). This will be
available on the capitalised construction
costs of new commercial buildings, to
the extent the expenditure does not
otherwise qualify for plant and machinery
allowances, nor relate to the cost of
acquiring the land the property sits on.
“SBA will apply at a fixed rate of 2% per
annum and will transfer to future owners
of the properties so this development is
another nod to making the UK tax system
competitive in order to mirror similar
reliefs available in other countries.”
VAT Director, Ian Marrow, provided
actionable guidance to those businesses
acquiring goods from other EU member
states; apply now for an Economic
Operator Registration Indicator (EORI)
number to ensure you can continue to

bring these goods into the UK in a postBrexit environment. Some businesses are
already taking this step to make sure their
trade is not delayed.
David Tallon, Tax Client Manager,
evaluated that Philip Hammond had
chosen not to challenge the status quo, at
least not for the time being, as he outlined
Budget developments for personal tax.
“For individuals, it was a budget of
surprises. A number of expected changes
didn’t materialise, such as the increase
in the tax rate on dividends and removal
of higher rate tax relief on pension
contributions. But with the consultations
on main residence Capital Gains Tax relief
and Inheritance Tax taking place in the
coming months, this may be the calm
before the storm.”
While Budget 2018 was generally good
news for Essex businesses, there is
plenty to prepare for over the next few
months. Kevin Thomas, Tax Director,
provided a reminder about the upcoming
government initiative coming into effect
on 1 April 2019, Making Tax Digital for
VAT. Businesses should carefully review
how they will be affected by the scheme,
which looks to ensure that businesses
with a taxable turnover of above £85,000
keep digital VAT records and submit their
returns using MTD-compatible software.
Kevin advised: “Understand how you will
migrate to a new computerised system, if
you haven’t already. If you have more than
one business, make sure you know how
each will be affected. Some complexities
that may affect implementation include
team training, overseas operations, Brexit
uncertainties, the cost of new software
and VAT adjustments.”

Chambers’ cautious thumbs-up
COMMENTING on key aspects of
the Budget, David Burch, Director
of Policy at Essex Chambers of
Commerce, said: “The Chambers
called for co-funding to be dropped
for SMEs but at least the Chancellor
has met us half way. This is good
news for employers, the workforce
and young people starting their
careers.
“Apprenticeships are key to solving the
skills crisis that is now crippling businesses
across most regions and sectors, but
the costs can be prohibitive for smaller
firms. Reducing the cost of apprenticeship
training for SMEs will help firms to
invest in workforce skills to boost their
productivity and competitiveness, as well
as creating more jobs, and better career

development opportunities for people of
all ages.
“We’re delighted the Chancellor has
heeded our calls to offer rates relief for
the high street by cutting bills for the vast
majority of high street firms. It’s crucial
that we support our town centres as they
find their place in a changing world.
“An alarming number of high street firms,
both large and small, are closing or being
earmarked for closure. This deterioration
has cost thousands of jobs since the
start of 2018. While there are long-term
structural changes taking place, including
changes to consumer habits, the tipping
point for many of these firms has been the
unnecessarily large burden that business
rates place on them. Therefore, this

short-term reduction in rates will be very
welcome news to those on the high street
who require urgent respite.
“We will continue to call for fundamental
reform of the broken business rates system
to alleviate the pressure on all businesses.
“Local roads are the lifeline of many
business communities and there’s little
that frustrates drivers more than seeing
them riddled with potholes. Roads in
disrepair cause delays and disruption
and add costs for companies who need to
transport goods, components and people
quickly. Funds to rectify these issues
are welcome but research suggests that
these proposals won’t meet the full cost
of bringing the UK’s road network up to
scratch.”
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£5.25 million reasons to be cheerful

L

oCASE (Low Carbon
Across the South East)
has now awarded more
than £5.25 million in grants
to small and medium sized
businesses looking to save
money on bills by installing
the latest in new energy
efficient measures, including
the latest in money saving
LED lighting or a new more
efficient heating system.

If you are looking at replacing outdated
and inefficient machinery, or you are a
black cab owner/driver working in London,
but with an operating address within
the LoCASE boundary, and looking at
purchasing a new or second hand electric
black cab, LoCASE could also help you…on
top of the government plug in grant!
Up to £20,000 could be available for your
SME if you are looking to make capital
purchases and building improvements.
If you are a business already offering
low carbon goods or services, LoCASE
could give you the opportunity to bring
in professionals to update or build that
much-needed new website, put in place

the marketing plan your business has long
needed and help take your business to the
next level.
One Essex business benefitting from a
LOCASE grant of £10,000 is Oatcakes Pet
Lodge, a boarding kennels for dogs based
in Wickford. They currently accommodate
23 dogs but are seeking to increase this via
new blocks on their site.
The purpose of this project was to refurbish
the current kennels by installing LED
lighting throughout, as well as sufficient
heating for the dogs through an oil-fired
combi boiler and cavity wall insulation.
Additionally, they planned to build a new
16-block kennel, kitchen and wash room
which would have a separate oil-fired
boiler.
The total cost of the project was around
£25,700 and the total grant funding
applied for was £10,000. Oatcakes Pet
Lodge received the full amount of £10,000,
enabling the installation of both the new
lighting and heating system. This has
resulted in a saving of more than £3,500 on
annual utility bills and almost 20 tonnes of
CO2 per annum. As a consequence of the
project, the business will be able to more
than double its boarding capacity.
Another company to benefit is Finc
Architects, a design-led architectural

practice based in Chelmsford. The
company recently purchased a listed
building in the city centre. The building was
in poor condition and had an EPC rating
of 186 (G). The heating demands were not
met by the existing heating system and the
building was poorly insulated with singleglazed windows, including a large single
glazed frontage, which meant even with a
more efficient heating system, the building
would have struggled to maintain a good
temperature. There was also a need for
new upgraded lighting.
Finc Architects applied to the LoCASE
project and received a free energy audit
from one of the LoCASE energy advisors
who helped complete their application and
submit the necessary quotes.
The purpose of the project was to install
insulation to the walls and ceiling of the
building, fit new windows (laminated glass)
and a new shop front (toughened glass),
and install energy efficient heating (ASHP)
and lighting (LED) systems. The company
was awarded £10,000 with a cost saving
to the business of £5261.91 per annum on
utility bills and more than 19 tonnes of
carbon savings made per annum.
Further information on LoCASE can
be found at www.locase.co.uk or on
01375 652271.

Horizon Construction, established in 1999, has a growing
customer base across East Anglia, London and Kent, and
team of almost 50 staff across the Colchester and London
offices, with a combined turnover approaching £30 million.

Building the future, restoring the past

...without compromise
• Colchester & London
offices
• Design & build
• Small works

• Working in the
commercial, residential
development,
education, automotive,

healthcare and sports &
leisure sectors
• Tendered & negotiated
contracts

01206 755415 www.horizonconstruction.co.uk
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The single reason why you
should export to China

B

RITISH consumer
products are doing well in
China as the well-off seek
out the latest things that will
make them feel good and their
homes look more beautiful.

For any makers of these kinds of products
out there, here’s an important date for
your diaries: November 11 2019. It is a
sombre date for Britain and Europe, but
11/11 is Singles Day in China, when all the
unattached (all those ‘1’s) come together to
party. It has turned into a huge shopping
day, an annual orgy of collective, yet very
free-market, consumerism that has gone
well beyond just young single people to
include all demographics.
Peter Manning, Head of Essex International
at Essex County Council, said: “This year
Chinese shoppers splurged billions, mostly
online. For 24 hours the entire country
seemed to be engaged in a joint effort to
set a new record for how much cash they
could give away to retailers - like Comic
Relief on steroids! Unlike Comic Relief,
the recipients of the cash were internet
billionaires like Jack Ma, who helpfully set

up trackers so people can see exactly how
much money they are handing over on his
TMall and Taobao sites, and how much
more the people will need to spend if they
want to break the previous year’s record.
When the final tally was announced
it showed that Ma’s sites, and another,
JD.com, had between them made £40
billion in sales. China had clicked away the
whole Brexit bill in 24 hours! And that still
left Jack 364 more selling days.
“British companies like Dyson, Holland
& Barratt and Body Shop have cottoned
on to this but many more could be taking
advantage. Not all products are likely to
succeed equally, however, so what are the
factors that make some products go fast
and some go nowhere?
“One advantage that producers in the
UK have over competitors all around
the world is that our products are of
European origin. Products manufactured
in Britain, Germany, Switzerland and Italy,
in particular, have a strong reputation for
quality, style and heritage and this gives us
a head start.
“Products that sell best are things that
most directly improve people’s lives and
make them feel good about themselves.

Joseph Joseph’s kitchenware is popular,
for example. Their innovative designs
and fresh colours make small apartment
kitchens work better and look good.
Gadgets, cosmetics, healthy drinks, craft
drinks, all do well. Food products are
harder work as they often have short shelf
lives that makes life difficult for Chinese
distributors. Unless your fresh produce is
particularly desirable (even fresh oysters
are air-freighted to top hotels in China), it
is better to be able to offer a shelf-life of 12
months, 18 preferably.
“The golden rule is to get three things
in balance: price, quality and marketing
support. The price must reflect quality,
of course, but it must also allow the
distributor to make an attractive margin
after all shipping and other costs are
taken into account. If you can help the
distributor by offering financial support
for marketing you will not only be more
likely to attract a stronger distributor, but
you can add a bit to the price. Without
marketing support your price must be
lower, as the distributors needs to invest
more themselves.
“Start preparing now and you’ll be in time
for next year’s party!”

Environmental Services for the
Construction and Property Industries

•Asbestos removal & encapsulation
•Asbestos surveying
•Soft strip
•Environmental cleaning
•Land remediation
For more information on our domestic and
commercial services please contact:

INNER CI T Y

ENVIRONMENTAL

T: 01322 273 517
www.innercityenvironmental.co.uk

Who says you can’t mix
business and pleasure!
Business stopover, relocation solution or simply
a well-deserved battery-recharger
• Luxury, corporate serviced accommodation
• 18 locations across Essex
• Two-night to six month stays
• Business or pleasure
To find our more call 0207 8594441
or go to www.pureluxuryliving.com
Quote BusinessTime in Essex for extra 10% discount.
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Level 2 or 3 apprenticeship
with Chelmsford College.

You are currently employed and already have a head start on the practical side of your job.
Have you ever considered how an apprenticeship could help you take the next step up in your
career? An apprenticeship allows you to earn while you learn, improving the skills and
knowledge you need in your career. Strengthen your CV with a nationally recognised
qualification and improve your pay prospects.

Ask your employer about this opportunity today.

www.chelmsford.ac.uk

Find out more.

Call us on 01245 29 31 10 or email information@chelmsford.ac.uk and make 2018 YOUR year!
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It’s called email
and not ephone
for a reason
E
MAIL – a boon or a
curse to businesspeople
everywhere: discuss.

If it’s not a question to be found on an A
Level examination paper, it damn well
should be. I’m sure I am not alone in,
one minute, cursing email and, in the
next, wondering how we ever survived
without it. Having given the subject
considerable thought, I’ve come to the
conclusion that the crux of the debate
lies in the name: it’s e-mail, not e-phone.
When we use email to send a message
which previously we would normally
have had to post, it works pretty
efficiently – as it does if we use it to
convey information, such as the minutes
of a meeting to lots of people.
When it doesn’t work so well is when
people use it instead of picking up the
phone, the classic scenario being the
‘arrange a meeting’ email. This one is
guaranteed to create a trail even the
most resolute Indian scout would give
up on. We’ve all been there: an email
suggesting a meeting next week. They
can do any day except Wednesday. You
reply you can do Monday or Thursday.

They suggest Monday and ask a time.
You reply afternoon would suit best.
They say afternoon’s not great so could
we opt instead for Thursday. Yes, OK,
what time? Would morning suit? Yes,
shall we say 10,30? Yes, that would
be fine. Excellent, that’s the date and
time sorted then – now for the venue
debate…
For pity’s sake – just pick up the phone
and the whole thing could be arranged
in a fraction of the time!

The bigger issue of when to use email
and when to make a phone call when
it comes to a sales/marketing issue is
more hotly contested than the Brexit
debate. One expert will tell you to pick
up the phone and talk, another will
tell you you’ll get a better response by
emailing your ‘pitch’. I’m totally torn on
this one. With my journalist background
and training, I feel equally comfortable
talking with people or writing to them.
What increasingly governs my decision
is how difficult it can be nowadays to
get the opportunity to talk to someone.
It never ceases to amaze me how
marketing managers and, particularly,
directors put up defences around them

Talking Business
with Editor, Peter Richardson.
of which the Texans at the Alamo would
have been proud. I don’t know why,
but car dealerships are for me the very
worst (or best from their perspective I
suppose) at this.
I’ve just about given up trying to
speak to the marketing director of
car dealerships. If I have a name,
they’re never available when I call. If
I don’t have a name, the receptionist
isn’t allowed to give it out. Well can I
email him or her then, I ask? Yes, it’s
marketing at blah,blah, blah. Well could
I have the name of the person so at
least I can address him or her by name?
No, sorry we can’t give out their name.
Why not, I scream (well, I don’t actually
scream – I’d just like to).
Now I know, if you are in a marketing
role you’ll get more than your fair share
of calls from people wanting to take a
slice of your ever-diminishing budget
but, as the saying goes, you have to kiss
a lot of frogs to find your prince. Being
in marketing and not liking to listen to
marketing proposals is a bit like being
a fireman and not liking fire. It tends
to come with the territory – and if you
don’t like it, perhaps it’s time for a
change of job.
Anyway, I digress. Emails (and did you
know the first email was sent as far back
as 1971 by an American chap called Ray
Tomlinson) have dramatically changed
the way we communicate in business.
For many, email has presented them
with a convenient and highly effective
wall which prevents a lot of verbal
conversation. This is a great shame. If
we are not careful we will lose the art of
conversation – and in business, a verbal
conversation carries with it a warmth
which can’t easily be replicated in an
email.
So, with 2019 just around the corner,
I urge you to make one of your New
Year resolutions to be more open to a
chat and to remind yourself it’s called
email and not ephone for a reason – the
reason being the telephone was, and
remains, a wonderful invention for swift
and effective communication.
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One of the new office spaces
developed by Amphora Trading on
behalf of Colchester Borough Council.
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Colchester Borough Council’s Colchester Commercial Holdings’ three subsidiary
companies have made significant progress in a number of key projects within Colchester
Borough, working both independently and on behalf of Colchester Borough Council.
The flagship Northern Gateway
project, managed by Colchester
Amphora Trading Ltd (CATL) was
awarded planning consent in July
2018. The 76-acre development will
create a new complex for sports
facilities including cycling, rugby and
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indoor cricket. Aside from the
planning decisions and key
place-making design work, the project
team are continuing to work with
several potential funders on bids to
support and further benefit the new
site, including highways and

additional high-spec and innovative
infrastructure. One example of this is
a brand new ultrafast broadband
network - thanks to which a growing
number of businesses in Colchester
town centre are reaping the rewards.
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The Nationwide Gigabit
Broadband Voucher
Scheme (GBVS) is now
providing vouchers worth
up to £2,500 for a small or
medium sized business,
and up to £500 per
household, to help with
the costs of connecting to
full fibre broadband
capable of gigabit speeds.

CATL is a registered supplier of these
vouchers, alongside a number of other
companies based in the Borough, and can
assist businesses with making an
application. The vouchers can be grouped
to help pay for more extensive
engineering works in difficult-to-reach
locations. Furthermore, the Government
has recently announced that up to ten
households can be included in a
combined application with one business.
The scheme is part of a wider
Government plan to accelerate the uptake
of full-fibre connectivity in the UK, which

Colchester Commercial Holdings
Colchester Amphora Trading
Colchester Amphora Energy
Colchester Amphora Homes

The existing network infrastructure in the town centre is operated by CATL on
behalf of CBC, with retail packages currently available from Aldham-based
County Broadband and other service providers coming on-line in the next two
months. Colchester will be ideally placed to meet the demands of all users,
whether business or residential, requiring access to ever-faster connectivity to
meet the demands of the digital home or business.

languishes at the bottom of the
international rankings for the number
of fibre connections. CATL is bidding on
behalf of CBC for several million pounds
of funding to expand gigabit fibre
connectivity, starting with an enlarged
footprint in the town centre, and later
building out across North Colchester
(including the Northern Gateway and
Severalls). This will help boost the
Borough’s investment attractiveness,
given that only 4-5% of businesses and
households in the UK currently have
access to full-fibre broadband.
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HELLO
OFFICE DESIGN, REFURBISHMENT AND FIT-OUT
Make sure you get the most
from your new office space ...

SERVICES

From initial property appraisals and consultancy, space planning and
interior design, right through to project management of the fit-out or
refurbishment, we work with our clients to deliver working environments
that achieve their corporate goals - on brand and within budget.
Our approach brings human science and intelligent design together
to stimulate people to be more positive and productive. We call this
alchemy Creating Intelligent Spaces and we use it to create offices that
cultivate creativity and maximise performance.
Contact us today to see how we can make your workplace work.

ESSEX OFFICE

LONDON OFFICE

CAMBRIDGE OFFICE

PARIS OFFICE

UNIT 12, BEEHIVE BUSINESS
CENTRE, BEEHIVE LANE
CHELMSFORD,
ESSEX CM2 9TE

47 GEE STREET,
CLERKENWELL,
LONDON,
EC1V 3RS

WELLINGTON HOUSE,
EAST RD,
CAMBRIDGE,
CB1 1BH

LE VILLAGE,
35 RUE HENRI BECQUEREL,
77500 CHELLES,
PARIS

T: 01245 320900
E: HELLO@SPACIO.CO.UK

T: 020 7748 6232
E: HELLO@SPACIO.CO.UK

T: 01223 660360
E: HELLO@SPACIO.CO.UK

T: +33 1 64 21 89 00
E: BONJOUR@SPACIO.CO.UK

Office design & space
planning
Workplace consultancy
Office fit out & refurbishment
Furniture solutions
Marketing suites
Office search & relocation
Bespoke joinery
Project Management

SPACIO.CO.UK
Spacio Advert - Hello Essex AWindd.indd 1
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Surging ahead in
a demanding world
T
O say it’s been an
eventful two years for
the HTS (Property and
Environment) Limited in
Harlow is something of an
understatement.

In February 2017 it was created as an
LATC (Local Authority Trading Company),
wholly owned by Harlow District Council.
On the plus side, it had a £25m a year,
five-year contract with the council to
deliver services. On the down side it had
the daunting challenge of coordinating 340
staff and sourcing a wealth of equipment
into a cohesive new organisation capable
of delivering a service governed by 56 KPIs
(Key Performance Indicators).
The fact that nearly two years later it
was celebrating being crowned Best
New Business at the Harlow Business
Awards and announcing a £1.1m profit,
to be ploughed back into the local
Harlow community, speaks volumes for
the amazing journey the repairs and
maintenance, facilities management and
environmental management company has
enjoyed.

As part of its journey, the company has
now started to expand its work, winning
contracts with other public and private
sector organisations.
HTS Commercial Director, Neil Rowland,
is one of a large number of the current
company employees who were previously
employed by Kier when it had the
contract to carry out Harlow Council’s
maintenance work before being TUPE-ed
over to the new organisation, so is ideally
positioned to reflect on the change which
has come about.
“When the Kier contract was coming to
an end, Harlow Council carried out an
options appraisal for how it wanted its
property and environmental maintenance

services carried out moving forward. The
LATC model was chosen - a commerciallyrun organisation, wholly owned by the
council which would plough any profits
back into the local community.
“The logistical challenge of mobilising
the new company ready to hit the
ground running on February 1 2017 was
immense. The council required a seamless
continuation of services and it was the
job of the management team, formed
in October 2016, to pick up the gauntlet
and run with it. Fortunately, though
the company was new, there was a vast
amount of experience behind the new
management team. We had to recruit a
range of support services including HR
and finance, we had to create a new brand,
kit out 340 people with uniforms and
acquire 120 vehicles – just for starters!
Compliance with all gas, electrical and
health and safety standards had to be
achieved. It was a very pressurised period,
but all the work was essential if we were
to provide the council with the high level
of services it rightlydemanded,” said Neil.
The hard work has certainly paid off. As
well as scooping the Best New Business
accolade, the HTS Group has also won two
GoldRoSPA awards for fleet and Health &
Safety and achieved ISO accreditations
9001, 14001 and 18001. The initial contract
with Harlow Council has beenexpanded to
take in additional work including facilities
management work at the Civic Centre.
“We are now able to offer a very wide
range of maintenance, housing repairs,
facilities management, environmental
services, compliance, capital and planned
works to residents, leaseholders and
organisation in the Harlow community
and further afield. The fact we have
already been able to re-invest more than
£1m profits back into the local community
is a huge testament to the incredibly
diligent work carried out by the entire
workforce.”
“We are very much a people-focused
business and a community-based
business. 69% of our staff live locally in

Harlow. We try and keep our supply chain
as local as possible with 40% of our subcontractors being Harlow-based. We spend
up to £6m a year with local businesses. We
took on six apprentices last year andwant
to increase this by a further four this
year. In addition, some 140 students have
enjoyed work experience with us,” added
Neil.
“Our key drivers are to serve the
local community, drive cost savings,
investments and positive culture change
across our organisation and to ensure
long term success of and support for our
primary client Harlow Council, ,” added
Neil.
The fact other local authorities are
either closely monitoring or have already
replicated the Harlow model is something
of which Neil is aware. “We are keen
to share our experience with other
local authorities and in July we hosted
the inaugural meeting of the National
Federation of LATCO’s, a body designed
to enable local authorities to share
knowledge, best practice and experiences
when it comes to providing a wide range
of services.
“I’ve sampled life now under three
different local authority service provider
models and I much prefer this model.
I think it was a great move by Harlow
Council and the results speak for
themselves,” said Neil.

01279 446900
contact@htsgroupltd.co.uk
www.htsgroupltd.co.uk
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Taking corporate entertaining

to an elegant new level

Orsett Hall epitomises elegance
and style – and no more so
than the beautifully refurbished
Whitmore Suite. £80,000 has been
invested to transform this room
once again into the jewel in the
crown for corporate entertaining.
The luxuriously decorated suite
can seat up to 150 guests under
glittering chandeliers. It is one of

seven function suites, enabling
the venue to cater for meetings
and events of all sizes. . The

expansive landscaped gardens
provide a scenic backdrop to
every occasion and are particularly
popular with businesses hosting
team-building events. With free
parking and easy access from the
A13, M25 and A127, it’s easy to
see why Orsett Hall is the venue of
choice for those wanting only the
best from their corporate event.

Call 01375 891402 or visit
www.orsetthall.co.uk for further information.
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Get up to £2,500 towards a full ﬁbre
broadband connection for your business

S

UPERFAST Essex is urging
businesses to get full
fibre broadband with UK
Government’s help in order to
access the fastest and most
reliable connection speeds and
help the economy thrive.
Businesses can access up to £2,500 each
towards the cost of installing a gigabitcapable broadband connection – regardless
of superfast broadband availability – under
the UK Government’s National Gigabit
Broadband Voucher Scheme (GBVS).
The grant-funding scheme is open to small
and medium enterprises, and residents if
part of a business-led community group,
and is aiming to encourage the rollout of
full fibre networks across the UK as part of
the Local Full Fibre Networks Programme.

speeds, which will serve the UK far into the
future.
Increasing gigabit connectivity follows
the Broadband Delivery UK (BDUK)
nationwide superfast broadband rollout,
led by the Department for Digital, Culture,
Media and Sport and supported by Essex
County Council’s broadband programme,
Superfast Essex, which has helped to
enable 115,000 residents and businesses to
access superfast speeds to date.
Since the GBVS launched in March 2018,
there has been interest from 57 applicants
across Essex (including Southend and
Thurrock) and, of those, 10 businesses now
have a live full fibre connection as a result
of the scheme.
In total, £67million has been made
available by UK Government for the whole
of the UK on a first come first served basis
– and Superfast Essex wants to ensure
Essex businesses make the most of this
opportunity. The scheme will run until
March 2021 or until all available funding
has been allocated.

Future-proof full fibre connections are
faster, more reliable and cheaper to
operate than traditional copper lines
and are capable of supporting not only
Corp_Mag_CLW.pdf
13/11/2018
gigabit (1Gb
or 1000Mb), but1 terabit
(1Tb or 11:47Essex County Councillor Kevin Bentley,
Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for
1000Gb) and even petabit (1Pb or 1000Tb)

Infrastructure, said: “Full fibre connections
are the future. The Superfast Essex
programme is continuing to extend
superfast broadband coverage countywide
and remains committed to doing so. This
Gigabit Broadband Voucher Scheme will
help to further enhance opportunities for
businesses and residents to benefit in the
digital world.”
Anyone interested in applying for the
GBVS should visit www.superfastessex.org/
gigabitvoucher for further details and to
apply.
The scheme is supplier-led meaning
residents or businesses will need to
approach a supplier who will request a
voucher from Government on their behalf.
More than 100 suppliers are available
under the scheme in Essex. Businesses can
apply to the scheme individually or pool
vouchers together with other businesses as
a group which may also include residents
who can access £500 each.
To check the current broadband status
for your business visit the Superfast Essex
interactive rollout map at
www.superfastessex.org/maps.

Corporate Membership
C

M

Y

Includes access to gym, classes,
swimming and spa

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Our corporate membership options have been
designed to oﬀer your company and your staﬀ
ﬂexibility and great value for money.
The beneﬁts to your company:
Reduction in sick days
More energy at work
Reduced back problems
Happier staﬀ

colchesterleisureworld.co.uk/membershipoptions or email contact.leisureworld@colchester.gov.uk
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Research & Innovation
Development Office

All partnerships start
with a conversation
Discover how we can help you
realise your business ambitions
Get in touch today: 01223 695 878
anglia.ac.uk/business-employers
17-18--316 Essex Chamber of Commerce 2018 Print Advert.indd 1
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Demand for land is
creating new opportunities

F

OR many years now, farmers
have increasingly looked for
new and inventive ways to
diversify their businesses and there
is no reason why that should stop
or even slow down.

The traditional view of a farmer’s main
income coming from food production has
changed, with many looking for ways to
supplement their businesses income by
taking advantage of opportunities associated
with developing land.
Farmers have been making imaginative
use of unused buildings and land for years
now. Converting barns and outbuildings
into commercial units is a popular route,
and provides modern premises for local
businesses, with parking for employees and
visitors. Anything from a small field to several
acres can have the potential for a farm shop
or business centre or larger renewable energy
projects such as wind farms and solar panels.
Of course, there are many options open
to farmers looking to make their land
work harder. Housing developments are a
popular and prevalent route. With so much
demand, the competition for land can be
fierce. Farmers are approached not only
by developers seeking to buy land before

planning permission has been sought or
obtained, but also by promoters interested in
marketing potential developments. Promoters
may be more willing to take a chance on a
potential development site but for a larger
share of the reward if the promotion of the
land successfully leads to development. With
more and more demand for land coming
from third parties, with different approaches
to achieving the same goal (namely planning
permission which leads to development),
the types of agreements being proposed can
be incredibly complex and include options,
conditional contracts, promotion agreements
and hybrid agreements which sit somewhere
between the two.
We encourage our clients to look on
diversification opportunities as a chance
to examine the strategic direction of their
business as well as providing a cash injection.
The sooner our clients examine potential
diversification opportunities, the sooner they
can take steps to capitalise on the value of
their land.
It is all about opportunity, and the ability
to act quickly and take advantage of
opportunities that arise. Identifying potential
opportunities early enables us to ensure that
our clients’ land is as attractive as possible to
any diversification opportunity - for example,
by ensuring that vacant possession can be

Leading regional law firm, Tees,
recently welcomed Charles Stevens
as a Commercial Property Partner.
Charles has acted for both developers
and landowners on a variety of
development agreements, so has
experience into what it’s like to sit on
‘either side of the fence’. This insight
means he is well placed - not only to
give well rounded advice - but also
to pre-empt potential negotiation
techniques.
obtained as and when needed.
With so many valuable opportunities on
the table, it is often worth exploring how
diversification could help secure the business
for future generations. Complex farming
structures can make negotiating a challenge,
so it pays to seek the assistance of a solicitor
with the relevant rural experience who knows
the business and is able to liaise with the
relevant parties on your behalf.

NEED TO CALL
IN AN EXPERT?
Not everyone can be an IT whiz
– but with TMB’s help, you don’t
need to be. We provide a wide
range of technical services and
products, helping small- and
medium-sized businesses to
achieve more. Call us on 0333 900
9050 to find out what we can do
for you and your business.

TMB PROFESSIONAL IT SUPPORT AND SERVICES. VISIT WWW.TMB.CO.UK FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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So just what changes
has GDPR really made?

A

ROUND six months after
the implementation
of the General Data
Protection Regulation 2016/679,
it is interesting to look back and
consider what, if anything, has
changed.

By May 25, every inbox in the EU was
overflowing with privacy policies
and consent requests as companies
scrambled to show that they were
compliant with the GDPR. With new
large penalties making the headlines, to
describe the approach as frenzied, would
not be an exaggeration.
Whilst many people looked at the GDPR
as a box-ticking exercise and another
layer of red tape, others saw it as an
opportunity to update their databases
and carry out a marketing campaign.
Whatever way you and your organisation
approached it, chances are the GDPR has
been considered and discussed.
The Information Commissioner’s Office’s

(ICO) annual report for 2017/2018
confirms that there has been an increase
in public awareness in respect of data
protection and privacy issues, and with
regular news stories focusing on large
companies’ breaches of data protection
laws, this is likely to continue.
As such, all clients are more aware of
their personal data and will expect
it to be treated with respect. In our
opinion this is the change that the GDPR
seeks and needs. Despite the logistical
problems with dealing with the GDPR,
fundamentally it makes sense that we, as
organisations, recognise the importance
and value of personal information.
It is also evident that the EU is struggling
to deal with American companies who
process personal information in the EU.
Rarely does a week go by without some
discussion of how Google processes
personal information. The problem also
becomes evident when you attempt
to read a US newspaper online, where
incredibly nearly 1,000 American news
sites remain inaccessible within the EU,

Elizabeth de Cruz, Assistant Solicitor
at Brentwood-based Wortley Byers
Law, takes a look at the much
publicised GDPR legislation to see
what, if anything, has changed.
because these news sites do not comply
with the GDPR, and some have no
intention of attempting to do so.
In October 2018 the ICO issued Facebook
with the maximum fine which could
be awarded under the Data Protection
Act 1998 of £500,000. It is interesting to
consider what the fine would have been
under the GDPR.
The real impact of the GDPR will be seen
during the coming months and years
as we see what enforcement action
authorities such as the ICO take. Watch
this space….

INTRODUCING

THE INTERNATIONAL VAN OF THE YEAR 2019

Be the first to drive New Citroën Berlingo Van
at Roy H.G. Tolley Ltd.
Awarded International Van of the Year 2019, REGISTER YOUR
INTEREST NOW and discover how you could be on to a winner with
New Citroën Berlingo Van!
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Boasting a payload of up to 1000kg on M versions and packed with
practical equipment and technology such as Surround Rear Vision and
20 Driving Assistance Systems, we know you’ll love to try New Citroën
Berlingo Van out for yourself on an exclusive test drive*.
To book your exclusive test drive, call Roy H.G. Tolley Ltd today on 01206
574488 and speak to Adrian Gowing our Local Business Specialist.

Have you designed how your
organisation works?

S

MEs are dynamic, unpredictable
and fragile. The challenge
of sustaining performance
whilst developing new business
and tackling changes that come
with growth are often fatal and
recent research has found that
many attempts at growth fail due
to inattention to organisational
attributes above anything else.
To sustain your organisation’s performance
through growth, you need to design how the
organisation should work, how things get done
and how people should interact to achieve the
best results. Organisation design is not solely
the domain of multi-national corporates and
it shouldn’t be reduced to reporting lines and
hierarchy – this is about having deliberate
consideration for how your team functions to
maintain high levels of performance.
In the context of growing businesses,
it is important to get the balance right
between empowering your team and having
established protocols that facilitate effective
communication, collaboration and decisionmaking for your business. Having the right
structures, processes, systems and behaviours
is imperative to achieving your goals.
Does your team have a clearly defined
structure that is fit for growth? Definition
of the ways in which tasks are routinely
allocated, co-ordinated and supervised, if

necessary, provides clarity for those involved
but what happens as your business grows and
new tasks, activities or functions are required?
Does your perspective of how they fit into
the structure align with your team’s? Do you
need an HR function or is the finance director
happy to continue managing this? Does IT
become a business enabler or something the
office manager does in his or her spare time?
It is worth taking time to assess whether the
design for today will enable growth and be fit
for the future.
Having a fit and scalable structure lays the
foundation for defining your requirements
for processes and systems. Business activities
don’t come pre-packaged with process and
not all of them need too much definition.
Likewise, the benefits of using technology
don’t always outweigh the costs. However, it’s
worth considering whether your approach is
currently extreme or balanced. Have you lost
control due to a process and system avoidance
strategy ‘because you’re entrepreneurial’?
Have you stifled growth through overdeveloped processes and systems ‘because
that helps retain control of business’?
Empowering great people to contribute their
best whilst enabling your business to grow
in an efficient and controlled manner is a
challengee, but one worth addressing to
achieve controlled growth.
The reality of any team or organisation
is that much of what happen does so at
the determination of the person or people

Matthew Emerson, Director of
Blackmore Four, asks if your
organisation is designed to achieve
outstanding business performance.

involved. Human behaviour is a complex
topic and therefore the thought of designing
for your team’s behaviour can be daunting.
However, there are several ways in which
behaviour can be influenced to align with your
business interests. Dare to expect a level of
professional behaviour and dare to determine
what behaviour is going to make your business
a success. Define what that behaviour is,
articulate it to everyone who works in or with
your business, role model that behaviour
consciously to demonstrate its value and
evaluate where that behaviour is working and
contradictory behaviour is not.
Do you have the right amount of structural,
procedural and behavioural design in your
organisation to sustain high performance
through growth? If you’re not spending any
time thinking about the ingredients of your
organisation design, who is?
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Why we all need to aspire

R

ECOGNISING and
developing human potential
and talent can make all
the difference to the growth and
success of your company – and a
contributing factor in your staff
churn rate can be opportunities
to progress, gain new skills and
earn promotion.
Sarah Hamilton, Director of Business
Services at Chelmsford College, said:
“In an economic climate where budgets
are tight, continued professional

development and pay rises are often
the first things to go. One solution is
managerial and technical qualifications
offered through apprenticeships to
develop your staff, add all-important new
skills to your company’s portfolio and
reward and encourage aspiring managers
and employees in the process.
“People like feeling invested in - it’s
human nature. If we care about our
work, we strive to continually improve
and bring the best of ourselves into the
workplace. Apprenticeships can deliver
this. A solid apprenticeship can deliver
relevant training to your aspiring team

members, regardless of age and your
company at large. Apprenticeships match
skills to industry standards and result
in recognised, valued qualifications.
Investing in apprenticeships for your
staff is investing in the strength of your
company, your future and perhaps
more importantly for each individual,
recognising and championing the raw
talent and ambition of your people.”
For a no-obligation discussion about
how apprenticeships could work in your
business call Chelmsford College on
01245 293110.

Council chief meets businesses
“Southend is a very enterprising town which
ESSEX Chambers of Commerce Chief
we see in the variety of businesses that are
Executive Denise Rossiter was joined
members of the Chambers. We obviously
by fellow Chief Executive, Ali Griffin
work closely with them but also with the
of Southend-on-Sea Borough Council,
Borough
Council
so were pleased to be able
Advert For Beresfords
EH&S
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2016:Layout
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ofLaw
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For Beresfords
EH&S 08:26
Autumn/Winter
to take Ali to meet some of our members and
Southend. The purpose of the tour was
learn first-hand about how they are doing,
to enable Ms Griffin to meet various
what challenges they face and what they
Chamber members and find out how
would like to see happening in Southend in
their businesses are doing.
the future. I am delighted that Ali was able to
Speaking after the tour, Denise said:

join me and meet our members.”

Ali added: “I was delighted to have the
opportunity to meet some of the people
who keep Southend in business. I met a
wide range of businesses from all different
sectors, with local, national and international
markets demonstrating the diversity and
strength of Southend’s economy.”
The businesses visited were 3D Filaprint,
Crucis Designs, CHC Construction, Kaisertech
and Rickard Luckin.

Wortley Byers Law is a leading professional legal services firm with teams of specialists providing solutions for
businesses and individuals; no matter how complex, how urgent or how important the issue.
Being a full service law firm, we offer client focused advice on a wide range of matters from acquisitions and
mergers, property development projects and dispute resolution, through to traditional services such as wills and
trusts, wealth protection, inheritance tax planning, residential conveyancing and family law.

So what is our formula for the firm’s success?
Our business revolves around ‘client centric’ values which ensures that clients receive the best service from
Wortley Byers Law and the best results - whatever their goals.

What makes us different from other legal service providers?
The team at Wortley Byers Law works with its clients, partners and
each other to achieve a ‘Together Smarter’ solution. A combination
of knowledge, expertise, instinct and pushing boundaries provides
our clients with a unique experience.

But don’t just take our word for it.

Wortley Byers Law is a trading name of Wortley Byers LLP, a limited liability partnership registered
in England and Wales under registered number OC 314965. Authorised and regulated by the
But don’t
Solicitors Regulation Authority, number 427867
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just take our word for But
it. don’t just take our word for it.
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The keys to successful
communication

H

AVE you ever measured
how much time and
money are wasted by poor
communication in your business
– not to mention the clients upset
and, possibly, lost?

We are constantly communicating with
each other either face-to-face or on
the phone, but how effective are we at
listening and fully absorbing the message
correctly before we act on it?
What usually happens is that person
A starts talking to person B, but then
approximately two-thirds of the way
through, B switches off and starts to think
about the impact of what he/she has heard
so far, and the final third is not picked up.
This means when a response is made, it
is made on the basis of only two-thirds
of what has been said. This becomes
apparent to A who understandably can’t
wait for B to finish so that they can say
something like, ‘you haven’t been listening
to a word I’ve said’. An exaggeration
maybe, but it also means that B has not
heard everything A said, having switched
off due to their annoyance. So it is an
all-too-common occurrence that in any

conversation between two people, 66% is
not listened to properly. That’s when the
mistakes creep in.
The trick is to listen intently, maintain
good eye contact, nod to demonstrate you
are listening, and finally summarise what
you have just heard before you respond.
That way you can ensure that you did
receive and understand the full message
before acting
There are barriers to communication.
The environment in which we are
communicating can contain distractions
that interfere with the process, such
as loud noise, crowds of people,
physical discomfort arising from the
area being too hot or too cold, or just
plainly uncomfortable, insufficient or
inappropriate equipment (eg, no phone or
computer available) and interruptions.
Our emotions have a direct impact upon
our ability to communicate successfully,
and we feel it difficult to explain, to hear or
correctly interpret if we are angry, nervous,
frustrated, bored, tired, hungry or thirsty.
Communication sometimes breaks
down because whilst the receiver doesn’t
understand what he/she is being told, they
don’t like to admit it – particularly if being
addressed by someone senior or junior

Tony White, director of
Chelmsford-based cleaning and
facilities management company,
Priority Support Services,
passes on some valuable
lessons in communication
he learned while attending a
course run by Alan Dotti of
ADW Training & Development.
to them. They prefer to fumble their way
through and trust to luck that everything
turns out well enough to ward off any
recrimination.
Prejudice concerns the ideas we have of
others that are in some way different to
us, and about whom we make negative
assumptions and prejudgements. This
usually causes poor communication.
Some examples are race, gender, sexual
orientation, physical appearance and
regional accents.
When communicating you should plan for:
• who will be receiving this information
• what is their level of knowledge
• what is their emotional state
• why is it necessary to communicate this
information
• what outcome are you looking for
• where will this communication take
place, or to whom will it be sent
• how will it be communicated? – 1:1,
team meeting, email etc
• when is the deadline for sending it,
and for any response you may be
looking for.

Taking the pain out of growing
Blackmore Four specialises in organisational development associated
with business growth, helping SMEs achieve outstanding performance
• we are truthful and open in the analysis and advice we provide
• our client needs are always the focus of our attention
• we always see the big picture, ensuring you achieve big results
• our work is always centred around impact and outcome

To set your business on the road to achieving its full potential,
without the growing pains...

contact Matthew Emerson on 07734 920 222
www.blackmorefour.co.uk/contactus
Outstanding Business Performance. Powered by People
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The corporate veil should
be a privilege, not a right

I

N my job, I see more than
my fair share of businesses
hitting the buffers and it’s
always a painful experience for
all concerned.
The pain is matched, though, by the
frustration of feeling that so much of the
suffering could be avoided if a different
stance was taken to the protection afforded
by what is known as the corporate veil.
I find it amazing that anyone can open
and run a limited company and enjoy the
many levels of protection such a company
offers by way of this corporate veil, yet
no minimum standard of education or
minimum qualification level is required
to become a company director in the first
place.
While no one would suggest dampening
the spirits of a young entrepreneur, perhaps
the Government would be better developing
some sort of vetting or education process
to ensure an individual understands what
their fiduciary duty is before being granted
limited status. Perhaps insisting that
companies engage a qualified accountant
from day one might be a good starting
point. Presently, a business can run for more
than a year without producing any figures.

GET THE DATA
YOU NEED TO BOOST
YOUR BUSINESS

Our multi-award winning
team collect and standardise
the data you need to take your
business to the next level.
So, if you need:
• Agricultural and construction stats
• Global registrations data
• Material handling figures
• Mobile crane equipment stats
Get in touch today to give your business
‘The Systematics Advantage’.

Please call us on: 01245 326703
www.systematics-int.co.uk
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Small businesses play an important part in
this country’s economy, so the Government
should be helping them at the start of their
company journey, making sure they setup and incorporate appropriately in the
first place whilst having the right tools to
succeed.
The Government certainly plays a role in
how companies in trouble are dealt with.
I’d like it to show similar enthusiasm for
helping prevent the trouble in the first
place.
Insolvency processes are reviewed
periodically and changes to statute are
made affecting how insolvency practitioners
do their job. Insolvency practitioners are
often seen as the bad guys when a business
is in trouble, but do they really deserve their
reputation as the Grim Reaper of business?
The dark shadow of business failure falls
firmly on the insolvency practitioners when
they are actually the ones trying to point
towards the light.
A lot has been done to change perceptions,
with firms opting to be called business
recovery or turnaround specialists but there
is substance behind these name changes.
The role of an insolvency practitioner is of
one of help and guidance, there to minimise
the impact of a business in trouble. Their
aim is always to try to help a director out

Nicole Southwell, Director at
Shenfield-based insolvency
practitioners, Bretts Business
Recovery, argues that the
Government should do more
to ensure those who enjoy the
protection of the corporate veil
are suitably qualified to do so.
of financial difficulty but this is not always
possible because they come to us when it is
too late. They wait until there is too much
creditor pressure and loss of faith from
suppliers, no cash to work with or simply
when there is too much pressure and stress.
Directors recognising earlier they need help
combined with an adoption of minimum
standards of capability at the time a
company registers could see the Grim
Reaper analogy fade and, more importantly,
give directors a fighting chance to cast aside
the old man with the scythe.

Buzzwords
worth making
a beeline for

T

HERE are plenty of
‘buzzwords’ around in
business, and marketing
departments seem particularly
keen to have more than their
fair share. The current list
includes ‘disruptive marketing’,
‘growth-hacking’ and
‘snackable marketing’.
These are relevant in varying degrees
to businesses. Here are a couple that all
marketing departments, whether your
business is big or small, should be aware of
and actively using: ‘multi-channel marketing’
and ‘personalisation’.
Multi-channel marketing offers a seamless,
consistent and integrated customer
experience regardless of whether a customer
comes into a bricks-and-mortar store, shops
via a website, receives direct mail, or browses
social media. Multi-channel marketing
strategies build on the understanding that
a customer may begin their journey on one
platform, only to jump to another, and finally
convert to a sale by way of a third.
It is generally agreed that sending a single
communication to a prospect is unlikely
to generate a meaningful response or sale.
The Online Marketing Institute advises that

it could take anything between 7 and 13
marketing ‘touchpoints’ before your customer
is likely to purchase. With multi-channel
marketing campaigns, touchpoints could
be in the form of email, print, SMS or social
media but all will be consistent in branding,
tone of voice and content.
Adding personalisation to your campaign has
an even greater chance of succeeding. Recent
Hubspot analysis found a personalised
call-to-action generated four times the
responses than non-personalised. Even more
impressive, a One Spot report discovered
personalised communications generate
17% higher revenue than non-personalised
marketing.
When it comes to personalisation, most
people think of name and address appearing
in the window of an envelope or those
jaunty emails that we all get starting, “Hey
there, <firstname>”. In this simple form
it is personalisation but lacks real impact
or relevance to the recipient beyond their
name. Tailoring the content and design of
the communication to the person you are
sending to will mean the recipient is more
likely to interact and potentially purchase
from you.
One of our customers, a top business
university, recently ventured into direct mail
to interact with their Alumni. They produced
simple letters with the text, content and
‘ask amount’ relevant to the recipient. The
relatively small campaign generated 50% of

Andy Pond, Head of Automated
Integrated Marketing (AIM) at
Southend-based Formara, is here to
challenge your thinking on how to
achieve the best results from your
next marketing campaign.

their total annual donations because their
data was accurate and the content was
relevant to the recipient.
Taking personalised, multi-channel
marketing to the next level means
automating the process. Automation adds
a trigger to each touchpoint to generate the
next action and communication, for example:
1. You send an email to Customer A who
visits their personalised webpage (PURL)
but goes no further
2. A follow up email is sent to Customer A
based on their responses on PURL
3. Still no response, so they receive a direct
mail piece.
Accurate data and an understanding of your
customers is essential to achieving high
impact personalised communications. Of
course, personalised marketing campaigns
can support a cleanse of your data and keep
you the right side of GDPR – that’s another
story!
So, is your next marketing adventure going to
be an automated, multi-channel campaign
with personalisation at its core?
Now there’s some buzzwords to play with!

Get ﬁt as a team and improve productivity
IN the modern world, showing your
employees that you value them is
essential if you want to sustain or
increase their productivity. The most
successful way of doing this is through
an employee benefits scheme, and it’s
an added bonus if it’s something that
will benefit your company as well.
A fitter workplace can make a big difference
to your business but motivating employees to
stay healthy and think about their wellbeing
can be one of the more challenging business
problems for employers.
The healthier your workforce is, the fewer
costs your company will incur as a result
of illness and absence. Healthy and relaxed
people perform better at work as they have
more focus and confidence, and regular
exercise reduces health problems and
improves concentration.
A solution to this problem could be to
provide your employees with a subsidised

or discounted membership to a local gym,
pool or spa. By providing a membership as
an employee benefit you will be empowering
your employees to take control of their own
health, while clearly illustrating that your care
as a business.
Leisure World is one of Colchester’s largest
leisure centres, with more than 25 years’
experience in keeping its members motivated
and feeling fit – so why not let them help your

employees do the same?
Leisure World has packages to suit all
businesses, large or small, including full
or part company invoice or discounts
for individuals (available for five or more
employees).
Memberships at Leisure World Colchester
include use of its Activa gym with more than
100 workstations, functional training area,
more than 90 group fitness classes a week and
a 25m swimming pool.
What’s more, you can add Aqua Springs spa
for as little as £6 a month. Aqua Springs spa is
a place of tranquillity, comfort and relaxation.
It’s a wonderful way for your employees
to relax and destress as they indulge in
Jacuzzis, saunas, steam, salt inhalation and
aromatherapy rooms.
For more information about corporate
membership packages, please visit
www.colchesterleisureworld.co.uk/
membershipoptions or email contact.
leisureworld@colchester.gov.uk
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Investment in facilities creates opportunities
for closing skills and training gaps across Essex

T

HERE is a clear and
urgent need to increase
and diversify construction
skills in the South East if local
authorities are to achieve
ambitious housing and
infrastructure growth plans.
Within Greater Essex alone, the
Employment and Skills Board evidence
suggests there is a requirement for an
estimated additional 44,000 new recruits in
construction-related roles across Essex by
2021.
With the aim of tackling growing skills
shortages and enhancing apprenticeship
delivery in Essex’s priority industry sectors,
Colchester Institute, through working in
close partnership with hundreds of local
employers, has identified how it can help to
close these gaps.
Operating across eight sites throughout
North Essex, Colchester Institute delivers
technical training to thousands of adults
and young people for careers in technologyfocussed industries, driving local and
regional economic growth.
With 14,000 new houses set to be built in
Braintree by 2033, there are an estimated
20,000 new jobs to be generated across the
district. In order to meet urgent employer

demand for a skilled workforce, the delivery
of training in STEM subjects in Braintree
was an essential strategic priority.
Opening in June 2017, the £6m STEM
Innovation Centre at the college’s Braintree
campus enables the delivery of engineering
and manufacturing programmes in
the Braintree District for the first time,
providing a range of benefits to support
local economic growth by catering for skills
gaps and local business needs. Further
developments planned for 2019 at Braintree
will benefit those choosing to pursue a
career in further STEM industries, including
the rapidly growing digital media sector.
Opportunities to access well-paid careers
in the construction sector have never been

Not just clean,
Monthind Clean
Everyday Expertise Extraordinary Service

To discover how Monthind can add value to your business,
contact Richard Redding, Sales Director: 01206

215300
or email: RichardR@monthindclean.co.uk
www.monthindclean.co.uk
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higher. The newly opened Construction
Skills Centre at the college’s Clacton
campus is focused on the opportunity this
presents, providing training which can
quickly lead to meaningful and rewarding
careers within the construction industry.
Incorporating specialist facilities for
plumbing and electrical installations,
the Centre will deliver construction skills
programmes for adult learners in the
Tendring District. The Construction Skills
Centre will provide flexible ‘upskilling’
programmes, delivering both skills and
mandatory safety qualifications in
high demand by employers. Training
opportunities in a variety of construction
trades will include plastering, tiling and
kitchen fitting.
For five years, the thriving Harwich Energy
Skills Centre has been supporting skills
development in both the offshore wind
sector and the onshore engineering sector.
Year on year investment has been made
to ensure the Centre, which is located
next to Harwich International Port, is able
to fully support the skills needs of local
and regional employers, underlining the
college’s commitment to supporting skills
requirements within the energy sector.
Ultimately, by delivering training that
develops the right skills, Colchester
Institute aims to grow the workforce for
Essex’s future needs.

Keeping your organisation safe and clean can
be tough sometimes.
As the leading commercial cleaning specialist
in Essex for more than 40 years, Monthind are
experts in delivering solutions, for every type
of environment.
Our range of professional contract cleaning,
high-reach window cleaning, biohazard cleaning
and additional services can be tailored to ﬁt your
organisations’ needs.
Contract and specialist cleaning services
to the highest quality for the best price.

ISO 14001

ISO 9001

Registered

Environmental
Management

Registered

015

Quality
Management
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Be prepared for
digital change
warns accountant

T

HE first phase of Making
Tax Digital (MTD) will
go live from April 1 2019
and is the most fundamental
change to the UK tax system
for decades but, according to a
Colchester accountant, a large
number of businesses are
unprepared for this change.
Peter Disney of Wood and Disney believes
businesses will face problems and
potential penalties unless they take action
as soon as possible to prepare for these
changes - and he warned this is only the
first stage in a process to make the UK
HMRC the most digitally advanced service
in the world with quarterly accounts
reports expected in 2020.
Peter said: “Some accountants believe

HMRC cannot make this happen and are
ignoring it but HMRC has been given £1.3
billion to achieve this, so make up your
own minds.
“If your business has a vatable turnover
in excess of £85,000 you will have to
comply with MTD and will have to use
MTD compliant software. If you are VAT
registered but your turnover is less than
£85,000 you may continue to use HMRC’s
online service.
“If you go over the turnover limit, even
temporarily, you will no longer have
access to HMRC’s online service and
must instead use a commercial digital
accounting system to file future returns.
Manual records therefore will not meet
the requirements of MTD.
“All records must be kept digitally
and ideally should be a cloud-based
accounting system which has been
approved by HMRC for digital filing. We
recommend QuickBooks Online or Xero as

Peter Disney of Colchester-based
accountants Wood and Disney
urges businesses to be prepared
for a major imminent change to
the tax system.

these are the biggest in the world and are
likely to prove resilient and long-lived in
the UK.
“Let us not forget that moving away from
a manual system, spreadsheets or a
desktop software will bring many other
benefits as well as help you comply with
the law. Historically your accountant has
just produced an out-of-date historical
summary of what you have done just to
tell you how much to pay HMRC. Having
a real-time accountant working with
you in partnership not only gives you the
opportunity to plan your tax in the most
efficient way but also to use the up-todate financials to plan your future, set
goals and grow your business.”
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Is work stress affectin
and damaging your h
According to The World Health Organisation, stress is
the number one illness and disease of the 21st century.
Claire Rich, Chelmsford-based Clinical Hypnotherapist,
Psychotherapist & Life Coach, has devised this work
stress questionnaire to help you find out whether you
are suffering from stress or susceptible to it.

S

TRESS is the barrier between
what we are and what we can
be. It damages your mind,
body and business, often without
you even realising. Identifying the
potential triggers or causes of your
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stress at work means you can take
the necessary steps to protect your
health, wellbeing and success. As
the saying goes - prevention is better
than cure (an ounce of prevention is
worth a pound of cure.)

So if you want to play and stay at the
top of your game and avoid burnout,
illness or, worse case, serious disease,
take our test now. Answer the questions
honestly and award yourself points on the
following basis:

Never = 0
Sometimes = 1
Frequently = 2
Always = 3
Add up all your scores to find your total
and then read the summary on the
facing page to find out how well you are
managing your work stress.

ng your performance
health? Find out!
1. Do you have too much work to do
and not enough hours in the day?
2. Does your role/business involve
working under pressure and meeting
deadlines?
3. Are you responsible for managing
projects/staff/teams/other offices/
multiple businesses?
4. Do you work long and/or unsociable
hours?
5. Do you find it difficult to switch off
and relax?

6

Do you drink alcohol more often than
you’d like to because it helps you
unwind?

7. Do you struggle to sleep well and
never wake up feeling refreshed and
re-energised?
8. Are you living on a diet full of coffee,
sugar and junk food to get you
through the day?
9. Do you find it difficult to make time
to be physically active and exercise
on a regular weekly basis?
10. Do you feel frustrated, negative and
overwhelmed by the enormity of your
workload and goals and are trying to
be superhuman to cope?
11. Are you impatient, irritable and
intolerant of situations and other
people including yourself?
12. Do you beat yourself up fearing you
are losing control, aren’t good enough
and are failing because you aren’t
achieving your goals fast enough?

13. Do you feel unsupported in your
role/business both personally and
professionally?
14. Do you expect and strive for
excellence with super high standards
and perfectionist tendencies?
15. Do you lack a good work/life balance
that you are happy with?
16. Do you feel you are ‘surviving’ rather
than ‘thriving’, not enjoying life or
feeling healthy, happy and fulfilled?

So, how did you score?
0 - 16
= Low Level of Work Stress

you can manage everyday stress much
easier going forward.

Work stress currently poses a very
low risk to you, so you are managing it
well. Clearly you have developed sound
stress management coping strategies,
skills and habits which are working
well for you. Creating and maintaining
a healthy, work/life balance that is just
right for you will ensure you continue
to have a healthy mind, body and
career/business.

31 – 48
= High Level of Work Stress

17 - 30
= Medium Level of Work Stress
You are currently experiencing work
stress on a regular basis and this is not
good for your health, wellbeing and
success. Identifying and overcoming
your barriers to personal and business
growth and success will help you to
eliminate those limiting beliefs that are
holding you back and damaging your
mind, body and career/business. You
still have time to turn things around, so

Your work stress levels are high,
pretty relentless and need to be
addressed now. Whilst it can become
the norm to just take on more and
more stress and appear to cope.
Make no mistake, it is damaging your
mind, body and career/business. You
are potentially already in burnout
or skirting it. You need to address
the points in the previous sections
by working on your mind, as well
as making some healthy changes to
your diet and exercise lifestyle plan.
Regaining control and a good work/
life balance is essential to minimise
your stress.
Do bear in mind that we all have and need
a certain amount of stress in our lives in
order to feel motivated, get things done and
ensure we perform to the best of our ability.
It is what gives us the edge! However,

when the scales are tipped and stress is
constant, particularly over a prolonged
period of time, it poses a serious threat
to our mind, body and career/business.
It also depends to a large extent on your
perception of stress, what it means to you
and your ability to deal with it. This is
influenced by your genetics, personality
type, belief system, upbringing, life
experiences etc, which is why we are all
unique in how we respond and cope.
So be wise: take action with this
knowledge and learn to work smarter
rather than harder for your health,
wellbeing and success. If you would like to
find out more about stress management
for high performance and success, take
a look at www.clairerich.com The Richer
Life Programme could help you create
the work/life balance that allows you to
manage everyday stress with ease, so you
can be the best you can be, and find the
way to a richer life.
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The Legal 500
recognition for
Essex ﬁrms
Essex legal firms have
performed extremely well
in this year’s The Legal 500
Awards. In this six-page
feature, BusinessTime in Essex
invited the county’s recognised
firms to trumpet their success.

F

OR 29 years, The Legal
500 has been analysing
the capabilities of law
firms across the world, with
a comprehensive research
programme revised and updated
every year to bring the most
up-to-date vision of the legal
market. The Legal 500 assesses
the strengths of law firms in more
than 100 jurisdictions.
The rankings are based on a series of
criteria, but simply put, highlight the
practice area teams who are providing
the most cutting edge and innovative
advice to corporate counsel. The research
is based on feedback from 300,000
clients worldwide, submissions from
law firms and interviews with leading
private practice lawyers, and a team
of researchers who have unrivalled
experience in the legal market.
Georgina Stanley from The Legal 500 UK
Solicitors said: “The Legal 500 United
Kingdom Awards 2018 recognises and
rewards the best in-house and private
practice teams and individuals during the
past 12 months. The awards are handed
to the elite legal practitioners, based on
the most comprehensive research into the
UK legal market. The Legal 500 conducted
more than 50,000 interviews to ascertain
the winners.
“When reviewing the performance of
a firm or department we use various
criteria. Our focus is on the bench
strength of the team (including partners
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and associates), and the consistency of
quality of the individuals within the team.
We conduct interviews in person or by
telephone with specialist attorneys in
each subject area – generally the head of
department or nominated partner. We also
conduct interviews with chief executives,
managing and senior partners of law
firms, and practice managers. This helps
us to obtain a clear picture of the direction
the firm is taking and its strategy.”
Here are some of the comments on Essex
firms recognised in the corporate and
commercial sections in this year’s awards.
Birketts LLP‘s ‘responsive‘ corporate
practice provides a ‘good and prompt
service‘, especially in relation to
commercial contracts. Particular focus
areas further include international
transactions, while the team’s experience
in the transport and insurance sectors
has also developed. Clients recommend
team lead Rafael Ruiz, who is ‘structured,
attuned to clients’ needs and able to
explain the course of action in simple
terms‘. Nick Burnett and Adam Jones
make up the rest of the core team in
Chelmsford.
Thompson Smith and Puxon‘s corporate
department provides ‘exemplary
service‘ with an ‘efficient, pragmatic
and commercial approach‘ and ‘resolves
matters in a prompt and professional
way‘. M&A, restructurings, commercial
contracts, business disposals and sponsor
agreements form the bulk of the practice’s
work. The team achieved a growth in
matters relating to the agricultural,
construction and food industries, while
healthcare remains a strong focus.
The ‘approachable‘ corporate and
commercial practice at Wortley Byers
LLP is recommended for its ‘exceptional
“one-stop-shop” service and overall
time and cost effectiveness‘, as well
as its ‘above-average expertise in the
pharmaceutical and healthcare sector‘.
Other strengths include intellectual
property and outsourcing projects, as well
as corporate work in the leisure, transport
and engineering industries.

The ‘very strong‘ Attwaters Jameson
Hill Solicitors impresses with its ‘clear
advice, efficiency, personable support
and high standard of work‘, especially
for SMEs, banks and owner-managed
businesses in relation to M&A, startup matters, financing, franchising,
commercial contracts, partnerships
and corporate reorganisations. Recent
highlights include the joint venture and
operating agreement advice provided to
a company in connection with a military
disposals contract tender, as well as the
representation of a business owner during
the sale of his fishmongers to his manager.
The ‘highly responsive, knowledgeable,
pragmatic and practical‘ commercial
property department at ‘dynamic and
modern firm‘ Holmes & Hills is considered
to be ‘excellent in all respects‘ and
‘among the best practices to deal with‘,
‘offering sound advice which is always
up to date on recent developments in the
law‘. Transactions of land, development
agreements and site assembly matters
form strong focus areas within the team.
Birkett Long LLP‘s ‘awareness of client
requirements, coupled with technical
knowledge and its ability to bring
transactions to completion,proves
invaluable‘. The corporate practice
handles domestic and international
business transactions, shareholder and
joint venture agreements, corporate
restructurings and commercial contracts.
Tees Law‘s corporate practice is able to
‘satisfy client expectations in relation to
response times, appropriateness of advice,
team strength and value for money‘.
Its main focus lies on M&A, acquisition
finance, shareholder agreements and joint
venture matters, as well as commercial
distribution, trading and agency
agreements.
The three-partner commercial property
team at Jefferies Essex LLP delivers an
‘outstanding level of service‘ and ‘has the
depth of expertise to deal with a wide
range of issues‘, including transactions,
leases and developments in the hotel,
factory, shopping centre, public house and
office sectors.

“Attwaters Jameson Hill

Solicitors’ private client
team ‘is a respected and
growing force in the
market’, ‘punching above
its weight’ and ‘offering
services beyond most firms’
capabilities in this area”

“The ‘very strong’

“Its commercial
property practice is
best known for its work
on investment and
management, acquisition
and development, secured
lending, licensing and
planning matters for
corporate, individual and
public sector clients”

[firm] impresses with its
‘clear advice, efficiency,
personable support and high
standard of work’”

“‘capable, helpful
and committed family
law solicitors’ who are
particularly
recommended
“‘Next Generation Lawyer’
Mark Stigwood ‘possesses strong for their ‘niche expertise’
and ‘great client service’”
technical knowledge and a real
commercial understanding’”

“Attwaters Jameson Hill
fields ‘a very good all-round
planning practice’ that
provides ‘excellent industry
knowledge and advice that is
focused and appropriate to
the matters at hand’”

“‘Leading Individual’ and
‘stand-out practitioner’ Joyti
Henchie ‘undertakes the
most complex work to an
exceptionally high standard’”

“Lesley-Ann Mayhew’s
[Court of Protection] team
‘handles an impressive
amount of work in this
challenging area’”
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“‘excellent’
‘Leading Individual’
Rob Jameson acts for
local authorities, private
individuals, property
developers, planning
consultants and landowners
on planning applications
and appeals, s106
agreements, and
enforcement cases”

Why we’re the legal team to manage
your business and personal wealth needs
www.attwatersjamesonhill.co.uk | 0330 221 8855 | enquiries@attwaters.co.uk
Harlow

Loughton

Hertford

Ware

Attwaters Jameson Hill is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (Recognised Body number 51886)
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Record Legal 500
results for Birketts

T

HE Legal 500 UK 2018/19 rankings once again
recognise Birketts as one of the strongest law
firms in the East of England.

Birketts has been recommended as a ‘top-tier firm’ in 35 practice areas
and in total the firm received 53 rankings. Additionally, 55 practice
areas feature Birketts’ lawyers listed in the Hall of Fame and/or the
elite ‘leading lawyers’ list (including members from all four core
disciplines - Corporate and Commercial, Property, Dispute Resolution
and Private Client) and a total of 195 recommendations were received
by Birketts’ lawyers. Birketts leads the way with 18 next generation
lawyers rated by the guide.
Birketts reported a 17% rise in annual turnover to a record £49.5m for
the last financial year, which saw the law firm rise five places to 62 in
The Lawyer’s statistical analysis of the UK’s largest firms, marking it
out as East Anglia’s regional powerhouse.
During the past 12 months, Birketts has completed corporate
transactions with total deals value well in excess of £1bn across a
variety of sectors, often across international boundaries. Notable
transactions include advising Servest on the merger of the UK
business of Servest with the Atalian Group, to create Atalian Servest,
being instructed by shareholders of H Erben Limited on the strategic
sale to Berlin Packaging and securing the £24m sale of a 70% interest

Just clarity
The more rigorous your legal advice,
the clearer your path to achieving
the outcomes you want.
Cambridge . Chelmsford . Ipswich . Norwich
www.birketts.co.uk/chelmsford

Birketts_Business
Time in Essex_Quarter page_92x131mm_NO STONES.indd 1
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in Contamac Holdings Limited to Chinese owned Shanghai Haohai
Biological Technology Co. Ltd.
Birketts has increasingly advised on a number of transactions
involving European jurisdictions. For example, Birketts’ Corporate
Team advised the shareholders of Gardline Group Limited on its
£30m sale to Dutch maritime services firm Boskalis Holdings B.V and
acted for Granarolo UK on its acquisition of Midland Food Group, a
distributor of ambient, chilled and frozen food. Both deals illustrate
the team’s ability to coordinate activities across international borders,
and put together key legal experts to deal with a number of specialist
topics.
Birketts also has one of the largest dedicated Property teams within
any UK law firm. The team advises on all aspects of the construction
and property industry and has been involved in some of the largest
strategic land schemes in East Anglia. Additionally, the team boasts
a number of specialist areas gaining a national reputation, such as
Rights of Way, Telecoms Litigation and SIPPs.
The Private Client and Advisory Team also continues to thrive and was
ranked ‘band 1’ for ‘Private Wealth Law’ in Chambers High Net Worth
2018 Guide. Notably, Birketts is recognised as a national leader outside
London and is the only top tier law firm to be ranked in Essex and
Ipswich. Furthermore, Birketts won the ‘Private Client Firm (Regional)
of the Year’ at The Legal 500 UK 2017 Awards and in January Birketts
formalised a partnership with the East of England Co-op to provide
probate services to clients of its Funeral Services division.
The firm has also gained a first-rate reputation for its shipping and
international trade work in the region which continues to match its
London rivals (with 80% of the team’s turnover generated by overseas
clients). Birketts represented Nikesh Rastogi, a sea captain who was
stranded aboard the Malaviya Twenty in Great Yarmouth for 18
months along with three crew members, after the ship’s owners went
into liquidation. This triggered a complex series of disputes in relation
to unpaid wages and port dues.
Birketts now has over 600 staff (including 64 Partners) across its four
offices: Ipswich, Chelmsford, Cambridge and Norwich.
Jonathan Agar, Chief Executive Officer at Birketts, commented:
“These achievements, coupled
with impressive financial
results, appointments, office
expansion and team growth
are markers of Birketts’
intention to continue
to build and sustain a
business that is recognised
as a leading regional law
firm offering Londonquality services at a fraction
of the costs, to clients
locally, nationally and from
around the world.”
Jonathan concluded: “Birketts
has operated a staff profit
share for many years to
reward collective effort.
This year £1.32m
was shared through
the firm’s staff profit
share scheme and
performance-related
bonuses.”
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Fast growing law ﬁrm
grabs attention of editors

I

N just a few years,
regional law firm
Holmes & Hills has
caught the attention of
Legal 500 researchers and
raced up the independent
publication’s rankings.
In previous editions the firm has
been cited by the Legal 500 as
‘punching above its weight’, but
following several consecutive
years of 10%+ growth in both
revenues and staff count, the
firm is quickly moving up the
weight classes, to carry on the
boxing analogy.
Fuelling this growth has been
structural changes at Partnership and management level and the
successful recruitment of numerous senior solicitors including
Wendy Martin (commercial property), Rachel Astill (corporate &
commercial), Keeley Livingstone (new-build residential), Thomas
McPhie (planning & development) and Rachel Shaw (commercial
litigation) to name but a few. It may well surprise readers to learn
that Holmes & Hills now has approximately 120 staff members
across five offices and eight specialist departments, with the firm
actively recruiting for a range of additional solicitor and support
positions and accepting speculative approaches also.
By growing organically and staying away from merger opportunities
the firm has confidently backed its own client acquisition efforts and
taken a different approach to many other regional players. This has
resulted in the firm’s rapid growth taking place somewhat under the
radar.
This year’s Legal 500 rankings place Holmes & Hills as one of the
leading law firms in the region across five specialist areas of law, in
three of these the firm operates and services clients nationally. 14
of the firm’s lawyers have this year been individually recommended
by the Legal 500 for their personal experience and expertise. To put
Holmes & Hills’ current position into perspective, five years ago only
the firm’s well regarded Planning & Development department was
recognised by editors of the Legal 500.
Notable among Holmes & Hills’ rankings is improved recognition
of the firm’s Commercial Property department. Following growth
in the department, acquisition of prominent new clients and the
introduction of a dedicated new-build plot team to assist in servicing
developer clients (led by an additional Partner), editor’s at The Legal
500 state:
“The ‘highly responsive, knowledgable, pragmatic and practical’
commercial department at ‘dynamic and modern’ law firm Holmes
& Hills is considered to be ‘excellent in all respects’ and ‘among the
best practices to deal with’…”
Commenting on this improved recognition, Rebecca Mason, Head of
the Corporate & Commercial Team, said:
“The team and I are pleased to have been recognised as one of the
leading sources of advice on commercial property matters in the
region. I have the pleasure of working with extremely experienced,
pragmatic and diligent colleagues, collectively servicing clients that
are undertaking a wide range of complex and exciting projects and
transactions. We look forward to continuing to work closely with
our network of specialist professionals in support of our clients’
commercial activities over the coming year.”
Rebecca Mason, who is individually recommended by the Legal
500, acts for a range of regional developers and a large number of
landowners, advising them on site acquisition, disposal and complex

development agreements,
as well as consortium
agreements. Rebecca’s key team
members - all also individually
recommended - include Michael
Wright, dealing with a range of
complex development issues;
Wendy Martin who acts for a
range of national franchisees in
commercial landlord & tenant
matters; and Philippa Jerram,
the firm’s agricultural property
specialist.
Holmes & Hills, which has
specialist teams dealing with
planning & development,
commercial litigation, corporate
& commercial, commercial property, private client, medical
negligence, family and residential property matters is growing at a
pace that looks set to continue and has already reached a size many
prominent, regional companies are clearly comfortable dealing with.
Those companies in the region seeking a new provider of specialist
legal advice and representation may now have a new name they can
confidently contact.
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Wortley Byers Law is again recognised as
a Top Tier firm in Essex by Legal 500 2019.
Meet our Legal 500 2019 stars who can guide you through your legal matters

Louise Margiotta

Caroline Andrews

‘collaboratively trained
partner and mediator’

‘niche expertise in fertility
and surrogacy matters’

Jane Winfield

Sue Dowman

Partner, Family

Partner, Commercial
Property
‘strong negotiator and
excellent leader’
‘knowledge of property law
is second to none’

Solicitor, Family

Partner and Head
of Corporate,
Commercial and IP
‘focused’, ‘always finds the time
to deal with issues promptly’,
‘very pragmatic and responsive,
with a fair and unbiased viewpoint’

Aaron Cane

David Grainger

‘friendly, approachable and
hardworking’

‘insightful and responsive’

Nicola Healy

Tom Moulsdale

‘professional, prompt and
understanding’

‘indispensable’

Sarah Stanyer

John Southan

‘outstanding’, ‘responsive’
‘plenty of experience, a high
level of responsiveness and
good empathy’

‘knowledgeable,
compassionate
and quick-minded’

Partner and Head of
Commercial Property

Associate,
Private Client

Associate, Litigation
and Employment

Solicitor, Commercial
Property

Solicitor, Commercial
Property

Associate, Private
Client

The Legal 500 United Kingdom is the leading annually published guide to law firms in the UK

TOGETHER SMARTER
We’re here to help, guide and support you, wherever you need it.
Contact us on: 01277 268 368 or email: info @wortleybyers.co.uk
Wortley Byers Law, Cathedral Place, Brentweeod, Essex, CM14 4ES
@wortleybyerslaw
Wortley-byers-llp
wortleybyers.co.uk
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Exemplary client service key to
Thompson Smith and Puxon’s
continued Legal 500 success

T

HE Legal 500 has once
again recognised and
confirmed Thompson
Smith and Puxon (TSP) and
its on-going commitment to
client service and effective
communication with continued
recommendations in nine
practice areas.
21 TSP lawyers are individually
recommended: two are noted as Leading
Individuals in their practice area and
six are highlighted as Next Generation
Lawyers.
TSP’s Corporate and Commercial team,
highlighted for its ‘exemplary service’, is
amongst the top three in Colchester for this
practice area and team leader Mary Anne
Fedeyko, who ‘explains proceedings clearly’,
is singled out as a Leading Individual in its
guide to outstanding lawyers nationwide.
Colleagues Claire Powell, Nick Mayles and
the ‘calm unflustered and committed’
Caroline Nicholls are also recommended;
Caroline is singled out as a Next Generation
Lawyer.
The firm’s Employment practice, once
again rated in the Top Tier in Essex,
impresses with its ‘realistic advice, an
understanding of clients’ needs, and
communication that is delivered to a high
standard.’ Team leader Richard Porter, who
‘listens carefully’, is a Leading Individual in
this area with colleague Sam Welham also
recommended.
The ‘vastly knowledgeable’ Stephen Firmin
and Kerry Addison, noted for handling
matters with ‘utmost tact and diplomacy’,
are both Fellows of the Agricultural Law
Association. They are recommended for
their ‘excellent knowledge of all matters
relating to agriculture and estates’ and
their ‘good judgement’ and ‘pragmatism’
during negotiations. Commercial
property colleague Mark Rowlands is also
recommended.
The firm’s Commercial Litigation
department, led by the ‘exceptional’ Sharon
Auton, provides, according to the Legal
500, a ‘timely service’, ‘making clients feel
valued’. Associate Judith Winward takes a
‘proactive approach to conflict resolution’.
Senior Partner, Mary Anne Fedeyko, says
“At TSP we provide a holistic service for
our business clients. We put our clients’
needs at the heart of everything we do. For
the Legal 500 to highlight this confirms
that our continued efforts in this area are
bearing fruit.”
TSP’s Wills and Estates team, rated in

the top two in Colchester, is noted for its
willingness to ‘go the extra mile’ to ‘provide
a comprehensive and timely service’.
Fiona Ashworth, who leads the team, has
a ‘wealth of experience’. The ‘friendly
and persevering’ Robert Ashworth and
‘conscientious, sympathetic and efficient’
Aileen Hirst joined Sarah White as Next
Generation Lawyers. The ‘exceptionally
professional and caring’ Adina Milleare is
also recommended.
The Clinical Negligence team is
recommended as amongst the best in the
South East of England. Department lead
and brain injury specialist is Steve Webb,
whose ‘strength is listening to clients and
giving them time to understand’. Clare
Sheeran is noted as a Next Generation

Richard Porter

Lawyer; the ‘excellent and professional’
Sam Welham is also recommended.
Managing Partner Steve Webb adds “The
Legal 500 also recommends our Personal
Injury and Family teams. Our private client
teams are strong, knowledgeable and
empathetic and these recommendations,
alongside those for our business services
team, reflect the strength and depth of
talent across the nine practice areas. All in
all another very successful set of Legal 500
results.”
Thompson Smith and Puxon has offices
in Colchester and Clacton. The teams can
be contacted on 01206 574431 or by email
at info@tsplegal.com. To find out more
about the legal services TSP offers visit
www.tsplegal.com

Mary Anne Fedeyko
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Resolving disputes –
the cost of litigation

A

N hourly rate is the
most common and it
can be the cheapest
arrangement. No success fee
is paid. However, the fee is not
based on the outcome of the
case and you have to pay, win
or lose.

to pay this yourself. It may be as much as
100% of your solicitor’s normal hourly rate
charges.
Damages-based agreement: you agree that a
percentage of what you are awarded is paid
to your solicitors. If you are unsuccessful
then there is no charge. If you are successful
you may have to pay up to 50% of your award
to your solicitor.

Fixed fees: agreed costs for a case or, more
usually, each stage of a case. The fee will
apply irrespective of the amount of work
carried out, giving you certainty and help
with budgeting.

Before the event insurance: you may be able
to make a claim on an existing insurance
policy. The insurers would pay the legal costs.
Policies are usually quite restrictive and your
insurers will try to make you use their panel
solicitors, rather than your own.

Third party funding: an independent
third party provides the finance. If you are
unsuccessful, you do not have to repay the
monies. However, if you are successful, the
third party will receive a percentage of what
you recover.

Businesses are reluctant to pursue smaller
disputes because they are worried about
costs. Although some disputes hinge on the
principle (rather than the value), if the costs
outweigh the amount in dispute, you might
think twice before instructing a solicitor.

Conditional fee agreements or ‘no win no
fee’: you are not charged if you lose your
case. However, if you win then you pay
your solicitor their normal hourly rate and
a success fee. The success fee cannot be
recovered from your opponent and you have

Some forward-thinking law firms are offering
to fix their fees from the outset for smaller
claims of between £10,000 and £25,000
(‘small’ in the eyes of the court at least!) You
can enter into the dispute process knowing
what it’s likely to cost you, what the result

Paying for business disputes doesn’t
need to be complicated. There are now
many payment options, available.
Perdeep Grewal, a solicitor at Birkett
Long, considers these options to
enable businesses to enter into a
dispute but stay cost effective.

could be, and how long it might take. A good
firm will also warn you about any additional
costs that might crop up (such as court fees
for example). An even better firm will try
to avoid you getting as far as issuing court
proceedings altogether.
Resolving disputes can take considerable
time and effort that you could better use to
operate or grow your business. A solicitor
should help you resolve a dispute as costeffectively and amicably as possible because
you often need to continue to work alongside
those involved in a dispute.

01702 200222
peter@bespokerisksolutions.com
www.bespokerisksolutions.com

We work with you to ensure your business is protected.
We deliver bespoke programmes for
more complex business risk coverage.
We work with shareholders, investment
funds and banks to ensure their interests
are protected.

Our management team has many years’
experience, across multiple sectors,
having advised a diverse range of clients
from large PLCs, corporate funds,
overseas governments, high net-worth
individuals, through to private owner
managed businesses.

Bespoke Risk Solutions Limited are an Appointed Representative of Leisureworld (GB) Ltd who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Financial Services Register No. 749920) You can
check these details by visiting www.fca.org.uk. Bespoke Risk Solutions Ltd are registered in England and Wales No. 07292153. Registered oﬃce: Victoria House, 50 Alexandra Street, Southend-On-Sea, England,
SS1 1BN. Leisureworld (GB) Ltd are registered in England & Wales No. 02663024. Registered oﬃce: 1422/24 London Road, Leigh On Sea, Essex, SS9 2UL.
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John Sergeant to be guest speaker
JOHN Sergeant, award-winning
journalist, broadcaster, and a much
talked-about contestant on Strictly
Come Dancing, will be guest speaker
at the Essex Chambers of Commerce
annual county lunch on December 6 at
Stock Brook Manor.
Denise Rossiter, Chief Executive of Essex

Chambers of Commerce, said: “This is our
most prestigious event of the year and I am
delighted to welcome John Sergeant as our
guest speaker. The event is a great opportunity
for the county’s businesses to enjoy a superb
lunch and great company whilst taking the
chance to network of course.”
As well as his news and dancing roles, John is

a regular contributor to the BBC’s One Show,
host of the comedy panel game,
Argumental, on the Dave Channel and he
has completed a three-part ITV documentary
series, John Sergeant’s Tourist Trail, which
involved travelling 7,000 miles throughout
the UK. Details of any possible remaining
tickets can be obtained from Rachael Hogg
on 01206 363721.

Funding support enables airport
business park to continue growth

T

HE South East Local
Enterprise Partnership
(SELEP) has approved
£14.575million of Local Growth
Fund support towards the
development of Southend Airport
Business Park, bringing its total
contribution in the phased funding
of the project to more than £23m.

includes the relocation of Westcliff Rugby
Club to release the first six development
plots, is nearing completion.

At its September meeting, the LEP’s
Accountability Board agreed to release the
final contribution to the programme to
develop the 55-acre site.

Within the site an innovation centre, The
Launchpad, will provide high quality,
environmentally sustainable accommodation
for start-up and small businesses, with a
focus on the life science, med-tech and

Work on Phase 1 of the project, which

With the further LGF funding approved,
Phase 2 will see the construction of a new
innovation centre called The Launchpad,
site infrastructure allowing the delivery of a
further 15 commercial development plots,
and off-site cycleways to ensure the business
park is connected to sustainable transport
hubs and surrounding residential areas.

advanced engineering sectors.
London Southend is a fast-growing airport
with passenger numbers this year expected
to increase by 37% compared to 2017
and Ryanair having announced it will be
operating 60 flights a week to 13 destinations
from 2019.
“Southend-on-Sea and Rochford councils
have an excellent joint strategy for
ensuring the business park’s proximity to
this expanding airport will maximise the
economic benefits of its growth locally.
It is exactly the sort of ambitious, job
creating project the Local Growth Fund was
introduced to support.”
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What does
innovation mean
for you and your
organisation?

I

NNOVATION is a term
used for new products and
services, new technologies
and new ways of doing things.
It is a favourite in government
reports and political speeches
and is cited in regional
aspirations as a way to
transform local economies for
the better. It means different
things to different people
though, as seen in recent
research by Anglia Ruskin
University Business School.

For many of the 1,708 business managers
across the UK responding to the survey,
there was a contradiction. Innovation was
linked with science and, while science
was also seen as beneficial generally,
most (68%) felt it had little to do with
their business. Their company might be
successfully introducing new products
and services or finding new ways of doing
business but most did not classify this as
innovation (only 29% did so). Yet science
and tech had come into these companies,
quietly and without recognition, as new
ways of handling data.
Marketing, especially, was seen as a
numerical function, identifying how
online promotions had worked and how
social media initiatives were delivering
on profile building and brand reach (69%).
In dealing with HR needs to recruit,
nurture and retain employees, many
companies employed data platforms such
as Cambridge-based Ginibee, a talent
partnership solution provider utilising
data analysis and cloud-based technology
to provide tailored solutions across small
and large organisations.
The second part of our research was
developing cases of how innovation
happens across different sectors. As an
example, let’s consider food production.
Even if you are in a totally different field,

you must occasionally eat so innovation
here will impinge on you and your family.
Companies here embedded innovation
and are expected to keep changing to
meet the varying needs of consumers.
Food companies in the survey also
identified science and tech in packaging
and product as well as the way it is sold
and delivered to the customer. Watercontaining non-soluble Vitamin D, for
instance, required laboratory research
while new foods containing insects as
a source of protein (e.g. cricket pasta)
required both lab research and market
research to target responsive consumers.
This is a fast-moving sector, with new
trends impacting on new and existing
companies. Tom Warden from Gama
Consumer suggested five key trends for
2018, many of which interpret consumer
needs to transform ingredients from
established uses to new products. These
are:
• increasing numbers of products adding
‘vegan’ along with ‘free from’ and
‘natural’
• plant power - nutrition-dense low
carbohydrate alternatives to bread and
pasta (e.g., cauliflower-based no dough
pizza)
• war on sugar - with reductions called
for across a range of foods
• big on oats - using marketing and
science to reintroduce traditional
ingredients as new products (e.g., nut
butter alternatives and smoothies)
• plastic peril - with sweeping bans
introduced across Europe, seen in the
actions of stores like IKEA, banning
single-use plastic across its product
and service range.
Each trend is seen as an opportunity
and a challenge for existing producers,
generating new products in response.
Coca-Cola took up the millennial
consumer low-sugar challenge with new
flavours in diet coke (e.g., ginger and
lime) while PepsiCo offered bubly, (fruit-

Lynn Martin is Professor of
Entrepreneurship and Innovation
at the Faculty of Business and
Law at Anglia Ruskin University.
She was appointed Academic
Advisor for X-forces Enterprise,
a high growth organisation
providing enterprise training
and support for all of the armed
forces in the UK in May 2018.
She has been Chair for the USbased Global Economic Oversight
Committee since May 2017.

flavoured sparkling water).
Picking up on consumer anxiety about the
environment, some companies combine
new products with a clear link to a more
ethical lifestyle. Newcomer Tarsier Gin,
for instance, combines an on-trend gin
(embodying hints of South East Asia)
with ethical credentials in supporting the
wildlife sanctuary for this endangered,
small, large eyed primate. Similarly, threeyear-old BOL Foods promotes plant-based
meals as a route to better health both for
the individual and for the planet, ahead
of recent studies advocating a move to
plant-based diets to reduce greenhouse
gases, land and water use.
Perhaps the most interesting examples
of innovation came from companies
which have applied new technologies
to food and drink. Magic Candy Factory,
for instance, uses 3D printing to produce
customised gummy candies. Its small
portable 3D printer has recently been
refined to include a camera to capture
the printing of your name, log or picture
to send to your email. Beyond sweets,
the company has now signed a deal to
3D print drugs which can be tailored to
meet medicinal needs in a practical and
accessible way in clinics and hospitals.
So what does this mean for your
company? Food and drink is very subject
to change and highly competitive. Is
your company picking up on trends and
maintaining and growing its position
in the market? Are you looking at the
whole business model to innovate?
These examples should give you food
for thought as 2019 approaches and
hopefully our new findings and materials
will help you revisit how you think about
innovation in your firm.
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A new approach to
reducing inactivity in Essex

T

WENTY years ago, the
nation’s health challenge
was to become smokefree; today it’s inactivity which is
causing increased health risk and
costing the NHS in Essex alone
£58 million each year.

The Essex LDP is a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to make a difference to the
people of Essex, addressing the high levels of
inactivity in our most deprived communities.
It will supercharge the delivery of Active
Essex’s strategy to get one million people
active by 2021.
Activity is categorised in several levels: active
is more than 150 minutes exercise a week,
fairly active is 30-149 minutes activity per
week and inactive is less than 30 minutes per
week.
Currently, the level of physical inactivity
in Essex is 26%, which is higher than the
national average of 25.4%.
Essex was chosen by Sport England at the
end of 2017 as one of 12 areas in England
to undertake this ground-breaking work
because of the wide range of significant
problems and opportunities which exist in
our county.
Its size and structure make Essex complex,
with two tiers of local authority. There are
unique problems of poor urban planning,
long term and stubborn deprivation in

many coastal communities, as well as
significant pressures on existing services and
communities brought about by an explosion
in new housing developments. With these
issues in mind, the LDP will be focused in
three key areas; Basildon, Colchester and
Tendring with learnings being shared and
scaled-up across the county.
Despite these systemic problems, the bid
put forward by Essex to Sport England offers
real hope and opportunity for innovative
and sustainable solutions that use physical
activity to tackle the worst social and health
inequalities.
The three outcomes for the Essex LDP are to:
• increase physical activity, targeting people
who currently do under 30 minutes
physical activity per week and live in the
most deprived communities
• achieve wider social and economic
outcomes, eg stronger, healthier, cohesive
communities and improved equality
• achieve transformational change – a
shared vision among system leaders,
realignment of system budgets and
using robust evidence that enables us to
replicate success at scale.
In 2018, our focus has been to develop our
understanding of the pilot areas and create
a strategic plan. We have also welcomed the
commitment from Essex to the ELDP and
whole system change at the highest level
through the Essex Assembly and the shared
vision: ‘The Future of Essex’.

Jason Fergus, Head of the Essex
Local Delivery Pilot (LDP) and
Active Essex, shares the latest
development on a game-changing
pilot that aims to tackle issues
around physical inactivity.

In 2019, we will increase our community
engagement to get as many local people and
organisations as possible involved to make
the ELDP a success.
As the pilot progresses, we have a strong
foundation to be able to tackle the stubborn
inequalities that keep the levels of physical
inactivity so high. We will be working with
partners across the county including Essex
County Council, the Essex Health and
Wellbeing Board, Basildon Council, Colchester
Borough Council, Tendring District Council,
Basildon & Brentwood and North East Essex
CCGs, University of Essex, Intelligent Health,
Collaborate, CVS Basildon, CVS Colchester
and CVS Tendring.
For more information, please visit
www.activeessex.org

Nothing is Free
in Business is it?

Oh! Yes it is!

Gain an Edge on Your Competitors
& Boost Your Business!

The FREE STEM BLUE workshop, taking place in
March 2019, is an introduction to an environmental
management system (EMS), for your business.
 Grow your business
 Build a brand
 Retain & access new customers
 Reduce costs by removing inefficiencies
 Create additional business opportunities
in existing & new markets

STEM offers an excellent opportunity for a business
looking to apply for tender opportunities with public &
private sector businesses who recognise the value of a
formal EMS, it is one way of gaining an advantage over
your competitors when pitching for these contracts.
Places are limited. Register your interest today!
business@thurrock.gov.uk

Email: business@thurrock.gov.uk
Phone: 01375 652271
Web: www.locase.co.uk

The LoCASE project is part funded by the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).
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Make your data work harder thanks
to £6,000 worth of funding

E

SSEX businesses have up
to £6000 of grant funding
available through the Data
Innovation Voucher Scheme.
In this landmark initiative,
companies can not only benefit
from grant funded research but
can access renowned academic
researchers to carry out their data
driven projects.
Organisations have never collected more
data than they do today. From SMEs to
charities and local authorities, leaders across
a multitude of sectors have wide access to
information about their services, how they
deliver them and who they deliver them to.
Collecting this data in a meaningful way is
difficult, and knowing how to use this data
can be even more troublesome.
The ESRC Business and Local Government
Data Research Centre can offer local
businesses, charities and local authorities up
to £6,000 of grant funding to better use their
data. Based at the University of Essex, and
working with partners from the University
of East Anglia, University of Kent and the
London School of Economics (LSE), the Centre
is here to explore data, enhances knowledge

academic experts in a collaborative session
before embarking on a research project. This
way, partners who know what data they have,
but don’t know how to make use of it, can
access the centre’s programmes and expertise.
We even want to hear from organisations who
don’t know what makes up their data.

and empowers society across the public and
private sector.
The research aims to support organisations in
making the best use of their data. This could
include any aspect of business data including
consumer engagement or trend identification.
Data insight can give businesses the
competitive edge and the ESRC Business and
Local Government Data Research Centre offers
the expertise to bring it to fruition.
Laura Brookes, Outreach and Engagement
Officer, said: “Our academics are keen to
work with partners, even if they don’t yet
know what their research needs are. Through
our unique Challenge Labs and interactive
workshops, partners can identify their
challenges and research needs with our

“In addition to funded research, the centre
also offers a range of bespoke training sessions
all funded through the scheme. Whether it is
upskilling staff or introducing new ideas to the
workplace, the centre has a proud history of
delivering training with partners to meet their
organisational needs. Training sessions have
included introductions to new systems, like
Java and Python, improving statistical analysis
and helping staff improve their productive
modelling and Big Data visualisation tools.
“Businesses across the UK, local government
and councils have all benefited from working
with the centre.”
The centre is offering a complementary
consultation with one of their experts to
explore how your business can benefit from
the support on offer and maximise the
funding available. To book your consultation
or to find out more, contact the team at
blgdataresearch@essex.ac.uk Visit www.
blgdataresearch.org to find out more about the
work of the centre.

We don’t cut corners
with our quality

Minerva is a highly experienced, multi-accredited integrated ﬁre and security
service provider. From large scale commercial premises and businesses with
multi-site operations, all the way down to large domestic residences, from
standalone home intruder alarm systems to access control and hybrid integrated
CCTV security systems, we work on projects of all sizes, and deliver tailor-made
solutions.

– so you don’t have to cut corners
with your security
Call us for a no-obligation assessment of your current security
and ﬁre-prevention needs.

01268 560500 www.minervaﬁresecurity.co.uk
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IP could be the difference between
success and failure of a business

D

EVELOPING and
maintaining your
business’s intellectual
property could be the difference
between your company thriving
or being overtaken by the
competition.

James Sanderson, Senior Partner at
Colchester-based patent and trade mark
attorneys Sandersons, said: “Intellectual
property (IP) refers to creations of the
mind, such as inventions, literary and
artistic works, designs and symbols, names
and images used in commerce.
“IP can be protected by a range of
Intellectual Property Rights:
• patents – protect your technical
innovations
• trade marks and unregistered trade
mark rights – protect the names or
logos of your products or brands
• registered designs and unregistered
design rights – protect the design or
look of your products
• copyright – protects the expression of
your idea, but not the idea itself.
Copyright and unregistered design and
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trade mark rights occur automatically.
Patents, registered trade marks and
designs must be applied for, but provide
more robust and reliable protection.”
Intellectual property rights can provide
significant benefits to your company,
including:
1. Protection against a competitor using
your brands or products
2. Potential to convince financial
institutions to invest; enabling more
money to be raised for development
3. Generate revenue through licensing or
selling your IP rights to others
4. Potential bargaining tool if you
are accused of infringing another
company’s IP rights
5. Enhance the “cutting-edge” reputation
of your business
6. Reduced rate of corporation tax on
profits generated by products that
relate to your patents, using the UK
Patent Box scheme
James added: “It is important to have a
strategy for your business when it comes
to Intellectual Property. An effective
strategy should be designed to maximise
the value of your Intellectual Property
for the benefit of your business. Regular
IP audits can ensure that your assets

continue to align with your overall
business goals.
“While you can file patent specifications
or trade mark and design registrations
yourself, a qualified patent or trade mark
attorney will use their experience and
knowledge to navigate the complexities of
the system and give you personalised and
invaluable advice on the best approach for
your business.
“Your chances of obtaining a useful patent
are significantly improved if you use a
patent attorney to draft the specification
for you. A patent specification is a legal
and technical document and requires
specialist skills to draft it correctly.
“While trade mark registration is a less
complex process, it is easy to get it wrong.
The correct decisions must be made before
registration to ensure that the protection
that you are applying for is right for your
business needs.
“If you need international protection, an
IP attorney can help you obtain IP rights
through the various international bodies. I
liken it to writing a will. You can write your
own will and it might be fine... however
if a will is challenged, a will written by a
legal professional will provide more robust
protection and less room for argument.”

Will 2019 be the year
you release real proﬁt
from your business?

E

VERY business I work
with is different, but
there is one common
theme: profit (or lack of it).
As a business growth facilitator, one
of the first projects I introduce is a
financial matrix. That’s a forensic
exploration of sales performance, profit
and loss, cashflow and cost of sale.
Almost without exception, creating a
true financial picture is an awakening
experience for the client.
Why? The figures never lie, and I
created this unique matrix to show
businesses how simple shifts in costs
of sale, performance and process can
be transformational, even in the short
term. Even a five per cent increase in
cost of sale, combined with the same in
productivity creates exponential profits
that are transformational for most
businesses.
On paper, a Colchester-based client, (just
one of the case studies featured on my

website) had worked hard to become
a market leader and had significantly
increased turnover and sales conversion
rates. When I started working with
them in October 2017, they couldn’t
understand how turnover had increased
by 14 per cent, with no profit benefits.
In the client’s own words, “I’ve always
said,‘ chase the customer’s happiness
and the sales will follow’ and, to a
degree, that’s true but there’s little point
chasing extra sales, turnover and market
share without a relative increase to the
bottom line. In short, last year (our
twelfth year in business) we realised we
were becoming busy fools fixated on the
wrong type of business growth.”
Working with me to analyse costs,
efficiencies and processes has
transformed this business. In just eight
months, net profits have increased by
more than 500 per cent, targeted growth
by 20 per cent, and with a five-year
roadmap in place, the business can look
forward to a sustainable future.

Stuart Allan is a business
consultant and growth specialist
based in Colchester and works
with companies throughout the
South-East. Stuart founded Essexbased premium dessert company
Indulgence Patisserie Ltd in 1987,
turning it into a multi-million pound
international operation by the time
of its sale in 2013. Accredited to the
Government’s Growth Accelerator
Programme, Stuart is a Business
Mentor with the British Army, and
has been appointed as the on-site
business coach at the Essex CEME
Campus. Here he challenges you to
turn effort into profit in 2019.

My unique toolkit includes the orbit
map, planning matrix and business
analysis tools that I developed during
more than 25 years running my own
manufacturing business. Understanding
costs in their entirety is where many
businesses stumble, yet that is where
immediate profit can be generated.
These bespoke tools are available
exclusively to my clients, and deliver
an immediate, significant and tangible
return on investment.
If you have spent 2018 wondering why
you’re busy but still struggling with
cashflow, feel you have underperforming
departments, or just want to take your
business to the next level, then now is
the time to make changes. Contact me
to see how quickly your business could
be booming in 2019.

To find out how Stuart could help
transform your business, contact him
on 01206 523394 or email him at
stuart@stuart-allan.co.uk Further info
at www.stuart-allan.co.uk
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How to gain an edge on your competitors

C

OMPANIES of all size are
increasingly required to
demonstrate environmental
credentials through a formal
management system. The
free Steps to Environmental
Management (STEM) scheme is
designed for businesses wanting
to demonstrate they are working
to improve their environmental
credentials.

Even with no prior experience, tools and
information are provided to allow you to
build an environmental management system
(EMS) from scratch. It can help grow your
business, build a brand and retain and access
new customers through green procurement
and a better understanding of environmental
issues.
Gary Crooks, Business Liaison & Delivery
Manager for LoCASE,, which is overseeing
STEM in Essex, said: “We strongly recommend
the scheme to SMEs seeking to reduce their
operating costs and wishing to stand out from
the crowd as an environmentally sustainable
organisation.
“The STEM scheme also provides an excellent
opportunity if your business is looking to
apply for tender opportunities with public
and private sector businesses, who recognise
the value of a formal EMS. It is one way of
gaining an advantage over your competitors

when pitching for these contracts.
“Many councils encourage suppliers to reduce
impacts throughout their supply chains, and
potential suppliers are often asked whether
they have an EMS in the supplier application
stage. STEM recognises that not all businesses
are in a position to invest time and money
in an externally certified EMS such as ISO
14001. STEM is a free, step-by-step approach
to implementing an EMS in small or medium
sized businesses.
“An EMS is also an important marketing
tool, as well as a source of environmental
improvements and cost savings. Moreover,
STEM starts by identifying how your
business is interacting with the environment
and systematically continues through
to identifying the changes that will
reduce its negative impact and improve
competitiveness.”
The free STEM BLUE workshop, due to take
place in March 2019, is an introduction to
environmental management covering the
following:
• management commitment: top
management needs to be actively involved
in order to set the right scene and drive
any culture changes needed
• context: who to involve in the process
• baseline assessment: what compliance
obligations and documentation is required
• environmental aspects and impacts: what
exactly are you going to manage?
• draft environmental policy: setting out
your commitment to environmental
improvements

Essex County Council delivers
apprenticeships and training to local
businesses in the following sectors:
• Business
•
•
•
•

Administration
Customer Service
Management
Accounting
Paralegal

• Supporting Teaching

& Learning in Schools
• Residential Childcare
• Childcare
• Adult Care
• Healthcare Worker

•

data collection: If you can’t measure it,
you can’t manage it.
Here’s what you will learn:
• an understanding of the environmental
issues relevant to the core business and
wider issues such as risk, legal compliance
and stakeholder values
• scope and measure their environmental
impact and performance
• practical steps to create and implement
an environmental policy and
environmental management system
• how to use environmental credentials
and policies to create additional business
opportunities in existing and new markets
• STEM is totally free and participating
businesses self-certify their progress
towards improving their environmental
performance.
Benefits to your business include enhanced
sustainability credentials, the use of the
STEM Blue Logo on your business stationary
& website etc, reduced costs by removing
inefficiencies, assistance in maintaining a
legal business and preparation for attaining
the Carbon Trust Standard, BS 8555 or ISO
14001.
STEM SILVER & GOLD Workshops will also be
available in due course; they are also free to
attend once you have completed the STEM
BLUE.
Places on the Free BLUE STEM Workshop are
limited. To reserve your place, register your
interest by emailing business@thurrock.gov.
uk For further information call 01375 652271.

Apprenticeships Great for Business!
Apprenticeship funding can be used for existing employees
wishing to develop their skills within the workplace for a new
role, a promotion or to support additional work/responsibilities.
If you wish to recruit a new apprentice into your organisation we
can help you with this too. We will advertise the vacancy and send
you suitable CVs for shortlisting. New apprentices can be employed
on the minimum apprenticeship wage during their first year.
Other training programmes including Free maths and English
courses are also available.

For more information on any of our programmes please contact us: 03330139502 | acl.nostoppingme@essex.gov.uk
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Major science event to
come to Essex for ﬁrst time
T
HE British Science
Association and Anglia
Ruskin University have
announced the British Science
Festival in 2020 will take place
on the university’s Chelmsford
campus, as well as at venues
across the city.

Working in partnership with Anglia
Ruskin, the British Science Association will
bring the flagship event to the region for
the first time in its 189-year history. The
British Science Festival is one of Europe’s
longest-established science festivals,
which each year travels to a new part of
the UK, bringing a vast array of events,
performances and installations with a
scientific twist.
Joining forces with Anglia Ruskin and
other organisations across the county
of Essex and beyond, the British Science
Festival will shine a light on the cuttingedge innovation taking place in the region.
Professor Iain Martin, Vice Chancellor of
Anglia Ruskin, said: “We are thrilled to

be selected as hosts of the 2020 British
Science Festival. Our Chelmsford campus
is home to a number of world-class
research facilities, including the new
£20million School of Medicine which
opened recently.

for its research and scientific excellence
during recent years, and it’s incredibly
exciting to know that we will be working
with the world-class researchers and
academics based there to produce the
event.”

“We are very much looking forward
to showcasing these facilities, and the
brilliant staff who work within them, to
fellow scientists, journalists and of course
members of the public from across the
UK.”

The British Science Festival is aimed at
an adult audience with a broad but nonspecialist interest in science, and usually
includes around 100 events, all of which
are specially curated by the British Science
Association in collaboration with partners
and stakeholders.

The British Science Festival moves to
a different location each year, the first
meeting having taken place in York in
1831, and is one of the British Science
Association’s leading engagement
programmes. This is the first time in the
Festival’s history that the event will be
hosted in the city of Chelmsford, and its
first visit to the county of Essex as well.
Ivvet Modinou, Director of the British
Science Festival, said: “I am delighted the
British Science Festival will be heading
to Anglia Ruskin University in 2020. The
university has built a fantastic reputation

World-leading academics from Anglia
Ruskin and other institutions and
organisations across the UK will present,
discuss and debate cutting-edge science
from across the scientific disciplines
together with its impact on wider society,
at a range of different events, talks
and performances. The dates for the
2020 British Science Festival are still be
announced but over the next 18 months,
the British Science Association and Anglia
Ruskin will work together to refine and
develop the programme of events.

Readers of BusinessTime in Essex are just like you: senior decision-makers at companies across the
county, looking for ways of improving their business – and looking for suppliers to help them achieve
this. If you want to put yourself in front of our 15,000 readers (the biggest targeted B2B audience
anywhere in the county) call us now – and be part of our bumper March issue.
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Support for new visa calls
to boost Essex business

T

HE University of Essex
and business leaders
are backing calls for a
new visa to allow qualified
international students to work
in skilled jobs for a period after
graduation.
The visa would allow a wider range of
employers to benefit from access to skilled
graduates from around the world, making
Essex a more attractive destination for
international students, while supporting
the local economy and businesses.
According to Universities UK, the move
would allow the UK to compete with other
popular destinations such as Australia
and Canada who have more welcoming
student visa policies.
Recent studies have shown the significant
contribution international students make
to regions across Britain, including Essex,
making an annual contribution to the UK
economy of more than £20 billion (HEPI
report).

The University of Essex has more than
15,000 students drawn from 140 countries
and close to a quarter of these students are
international students from outside the
European Union. The latest HEPI economic
impact study suggests the economic
impact of international students in the
East of England is £1.3 billion.
Vice-Chancellor of the University of
Essex Professor Anthony Forster said:
“We strongly support this proposal
which we believe is an essential step to
making the Eastern region and the rest
of the UK as attractive as possible to the
international students and graduates
who make such a vital contribution to our
community and economy.
“We are a truly global community at
Essex with staff and students drawn from
more than 140 countries. We know our
international students bring not only
investment, but skills and perspectives
which are valued by UK students and
employers. Sending out a strong message
that Essex and the UK are open to global
talent makes sense for everyone.”
Under the new visa proposal, universities

would be able to sponsor graduates to
search for and gain work experience in
the UK for up to two years. This would be
on a more flexible basis than currently
permitted, without restrictions on job
level or salary, and without an employer
sponsorship requirement. This would
encourage international graduates to live
and work in cities where average wages are
lower than London, but where their skills
and continued contribution to the local
economy makes a real difference.
The proposal has also been supported
by business leaders. Denise Rossiter,
Chief Executive of Essex Chambers of
Commerce, said: “It is very important to
the future prosperity of Essex that the
UK has a globally competitive offer to
international students who make such
an important contribution to our local
economy and to the skills businesses
need to trade and win orders around the
world. Making the UK and Essex more
attractive to these talented young people
is a win-win approach and will secure
this vital inward investment for local
industry and people.”

The LEV Man

(Helping businesses to reduce respiratory disease)

Business
or pleasure...
...you deserve to travel in stressfree, cost-eﬀective style. We oﬀer
a wide range of vehicles including
Mercedes E-Class estates and
smart eight-seaters.

• YOUR DUST AND FUME EXTRACTION
SYSTEM MUST BE TESTED BY LAW.
• BE SAFE IN THE KNOWLEDGE
YOUR STAFF ARE SAFE FROM
INHALING HARMFUL SUBSTANCES.
• MAKE SURE YOU COMPLY WITH THE LAW.
Wood & MDF Dust, Weld Fumes, Paint Spray Fumes,
Grain Dust, Flour Dust, Vehicle Exhaust Fumes.

contact the LEV Man now

Telephone: 01206 240370 or
Email: admin@thelevman.co.uk
The LEV Man
Hophouse, Colchester Road, West Bergholt, CO6 3TJ
www.thelevman.co.uk
Vast experience handling all your air/sea/rail links
plus your key business events.
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10% Discount for Essex Chambers Members

High value capital and revenue
grants now available via KEEP+

T

HE KEEP+ programme
continues to provide vital
financial assistance to
innovative businesses developing
new products and services across
the region.
KEEP+ has match-funded grants available
to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
developing new products and services.
The funding is provided by the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) for
businesses to access specialist expertise
by either collaborating with academia
(knowledge exchange), sourcing a
graduate intern, or securing a standalone
grant for capital equipment purchase or
consultancy services. Depending on your
project requirements you could benefit
from a grant to get your project closer to
commercialisation.
Cheryl Cook at KEEP+ said: “Drawing
on the successful addition of capital
equipment purchase and revenue
consultancy grants to our core knowledge
exchange funding offer in April 2018, we
are now in a position to assist businesses

looking to make higher value purchases or
procure more costly consultancy expertise.
“As of October 2018, our grant offering has
been expanded to include both low value
and high value purchases and consultancy
funding. Our smaller grants are capped
at £24,999 total spend, of which 40% of
costs can be reclaimed to a maximum of
£9,999 grant value, while high value grants
are capped at £199,999 total spend, of
which 30% can be funded to a maximum
of £59,500 grant value. Internships and
academic collaborations (knowledge
exchange) is funded at 50% intervention
rate. All grants exclude funding for VAT on
purchases or services.
“KEEP+ is open to SMEs who meet EU
eligibility criteria, with the programme’s
core area covering four Local Enterprise
Partnerships across the South East, from
North Norfolk all the way down to East
Sussex. The programme is led by Anglia
Ruskin University and supported by a
partnership of five other institutions across
the South East, who are all committed to
working with businesses to support them
through their innovation journey.
“KEEP+ can potentially fund projects

across a wide range of sectors providing
the activity undertaken contributes to the
development of a new product or service.
This can be new to the world at large, or
simply new within the business. There
are some sectors ERDF is unable to fund,
such as primary retail i.e. non B2B trade, so
it’s best to check with the KEEP+ team to
ensure that you are eligible for funding.
“At present the programme has approved
grant funding for businesses developing a
diverse range of exciting projects, including
the application of VR technology for
language learning, the development of
new medical devices and the research and
design of ambient cooling technologies for
temperature controlled liquid baths. Case
studies are provided on the KEEP+ website.
“If you are unsure whether your business
is eligible for ERDF funding, the KEEP+
website has a useful eligibility checker
to help you understand the EU criteria.
If you think your project could benefit
from a KEEP+ grant the team or one of our
partners would be pleased to discuss your
requirements.”
Further information can be obtained at
www.KEEPplus.co.uk

Are you a Small or Medium Sized Enterprise (SME) developing
an innovative new product or service?
Grants are available now for academic collaboration and
internships, as well as funding for low and high value capital
equipment purchases and consultancy services.
Contact the KEEP+ team on 01245 684207 or email
keepplus@anglia.ac.uk to find out more.
KEEP+ is a European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) supported programme, offering
match funded grants to eligible SMEs developing new products and services. The programme is
a partnership of six universities across the South East.

KEEPPLUS.CO.UK

KEEPPLUS

@KEEPPLUS
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The secret to goal
achievement in 2019

W

ELL, it’s almost that time
of year again. We’re on the
countdown to Christmas now
and what a great time to take stock
and reflect on how productive and
successful the year has been for you.

Did you achieve all your goals this year? If
not, why not? Have you set some more for
next year yet? What do you need to work on
in terms of your personal and professional
development so that you can be the best you
can be and make 2019 your best year yet?
These are all important questions you must
ask yourself, so you can not only build on
your successes but also learn from the things
that didn’t go so well and improve on them
next year.
Believe it or not, we learn far more when
things challenge us or go wrong than when
they go smoothly, so don’t despair if you’ve
had mixed success achieving your goals - it’s
all good! Why? Because challenges stretch us
to learn more, do more and think outside of
the box. So often they prove to be the catalyst
that propel us to change, up our game and go
on to achieve even greater success.
Basically, identifying and overcoming those
barriers to personal and business growth
and success will enable you to work smarter
rather than harder in 2019. Let’s face it, why
wouldn’t you want to say goodbye to those
limiting beliefs that have been holding you

back from maximising your performance,
wellbeing and success! I really hope you have
set aside some quality time to focus on your
goal-setting for the year ahead. If not, book
some time in your diary now because, as the
saying goes, fail to plan and you plan to fail!
We believe the three core principles essential
to creating and maintaining a healthy
mind, body and career/business and peak
performance are: mind, diet and exercise.
Depending on your unique goals, a good High
Performance Programme should include
working on areas such as:
• focus and concentration
• time management and productivity
• confidence building
• goal achievement
• performance enhancement
• stress management
• leadership management skills and
development
• work/life balance.
If you want to achieve serious success in
2019, invest in yourself with some mindset
work ASAP. In the meantime, here are our top
three tips to get you started.
1. Plan and write down your goals. Writing
activates programmes in the subconscious
part of your mind and gives it a clear
focus of exactly what you want to achieve.
It then goes to work on creating the
roadmap and won’t stop searching until it

Claire Rich, Chelmsfordbased Clinical Hypnotherapist,
Psychotherapist & Life Coach, reveals
the secret to goal achievement and
how you can make 2019 your best
year yet.

achieves the results you seek.
2. Set priorities. Mastering time
management lies at the heart of your
ability to set clear and concise goals
so that you can focus on what is really
important and get results.
3. Concentrate on your highest value
activities. Follow the 80/20 rule. Invest 20%
of your time and energy to get 80% results
and don’t sweat the small stuff!
Our Richer Life Programme could certainly
maximise your performance, wellbeing and
success. If you want to make 2019 your best
year yet, mindset work is your secret weapon!
If you would like to find out more, take a look
at www.clairerich.com

We see the
bigger picture,
to help you
grow your
business!

Grants of up to £20,000 Available Now!

For SME’s who wish to save money on overheads – or for businesses offering low carbon
goods or services, we are here to help you develop & grow. From the latest in LED lighting,
heating and refrigeration, through to air compressors, specialist software and IT equipment.
We can even help with marketing, capital projects & now new/second hand electric vehicles!
Save £’s on your overheads with a package designed both with & by you – tailored to meet
your business needs. With over £5.25 million in grants now awarded, LoCASE delivers.
LoCASE, Boosting Essex Businesses!
Email: business@thurrock.gov.uk
Phone: 01375 652271
Quote ref:
Web: www.locase.co.uk BTE-WINX1
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The LoCASE project is part funded by the
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).

How to close the
sale more quickly
and more often

F

IRSTLY, don’t start the cycle
unless there is a compelling
reason to do so

Too often people are willing to initiate
a selling opportunity based on nothing
more than a prospect’s curiosity or
politeness (an inability to say no early).
The initial contact with a prospect
should focus on uncovering (or helping
the prospect discover) pain—a current
or impending need or desire that can be
fulfilled by your product or service.
To accomplish that, you must have
a prospecting message - 30-second
commercial, elevator pitch, or whatever
you call it - that not only resonates with
prospects, but also differentiates you
from your competitors.

4. Deal with potential roadblocks
early in the process.
If history and your experiences
suggest that, for a particular type of
sale, there are likely to be roadblocks
to concluding the sale, bring up the
potential roadblocks as early as
practical in the selling cycle.
Don’t wait for the prospect to bring
them up in the form of objections
or put-offs further down the road. If
there’s going to be a barrier to closing
a sale, the sooner you uncover it and
deal with it, the better. If the roadblock
can be removed, you can continue the
selling process. If it’s immovable, you
can end the process, having wasted as
little time as possible.

2. Call at the top.
A big time-waster for many people
is calling too low in an organisation.
They call on and attempt to develop
opportunities with people who neither
have final buying authority nor play a
significant role in the decision process.

3. Focus on them.
Too often when selling, people spend
more time talking about themselves
and their product or service rather
than focusing on the prospect. The
problem with this is that you do not
find out if there is a compelling reason
for them to buy. Without this you will
not achieve the momentum required
to move a prospect from ‘thinking
about doing something’ to deciding to
work with you.
The problem with having prospects
‘thinking’ is that they can take a long
time to do this which at best leads to
an overly long sales cycle and, at worst,
results in the sale just fading away. To
make matters worse, talking too much
about yourself can inadvertently lead
to a lot of free consulting, where you
tell them how to fix their challenges,
or update them on options and market
trends long before they are committed
to working with you.

5. Obtain firm commitments.
To keep the selling process moving
forward, and the selling cycle as short
as possible, each step in the selling
process should lead to the next step
in a predictable and mutually agreed
manner. If you expect your prospect to
discuss a particular topic, share specific
information or make a decision at the
next meeting, then you must obtain his
or her firm commitment to do so at the
time you schedule the meeting.
Failure to obtain such commitments
will most often lead to the need for
additional meetings, conversations, or
correspondence, all of which only serve
to extend the selling process.

6. Disqualify opportunities as
soon as possible.

Rupert Miles is the managing
director of Sandler Essex. He works
with the entrepreneurial leaders of
small to medium sized businesses to
help them ‘break the rules and sell
more’. Here he highlights seven ways
to close the sale more quickly - and
more often.

Be as diligent qualifying prospects’
eligibility to become customers as they
are qualifying you to become a product
supplier or service provider. If the
prospect doesn’t measure up to your
benchmarks, discontinue the process
and find a prospect that does.

7. Keep things simple.
People who are committed to the
product or service that they offer
tend to want to share, demonstrate
and talk about every aspect of it.
Enthusiastically describing the multiple
aspects or going into detail about what
services you offer damages your ability
to keep the sale on track and keep the
sales cycle tight. Prospects who are
given a lot of additional detail feel the
need to reflect and consider all the
aspects, even if these are things that
they don’t really want. This slows the
sale down.
If you talk only about those elements
of your product or service that directly
relate to their pain – their compelling
reasons to buy – prospects are able
to make a yes (or no) decision much
faster. This saves you lots of time. You
can either close the sale efficiently
or move onto another prospect who
wants to buy.
If you start with the right people
for the right reasons; deal with
potential problems in the early stages
of the process; rigorously qualify
opportunities; and ensure that you and
your prospects are on the same page
at each stage of the process, you’ll be
able to complete the selling process in
a shorter period of time, which in turn
means more sales, leading to more
commissions/money - and a more
successful business.
Good selling!
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We remove
commercial rubbish
Helping small businesses get online
with tailor made web sites.
Services include:
WEBSITE DESIGN AND BUILD
CONTENT WRITING
TRAINING COURSES

simply, efficiently, cheaply

07748 628727

gandrwasteservices.co.uk

Waste carrying license
number CBDU187862

Leadership and Management Consultants

Developing Your Leaders
For Improved Performance
W E B B E D - SWA N .CO.U K

MAKE YOUR WILL !
…IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR OWN HOME…
Do you and your family have the peace of mind of an upto-date Will, or a Power of Attorney for yourself or your
parents, or Legal Guardians for your children under 18 ?
My professional Will Writing and Power of Attorney services
are offered 7 days a week on a fixed fee basis in your own
home, regardless of consultation time and number of visits

MARTIN ENGLEMAN

AIPW AFPC DipPFS Certs CII (MP & ER)

Qualified Member of the Institute of Professional Will Writers

Please visit www.businessadvisoressex.co.uk/
for information on Wills or Powers of Attorney, then call for
a fixed fee quotation and free advice

01268 761022 / 07901 948745
1 Nesbit Close Wickford Essex SS12 0PT

ENGLEMAN WILLS & POWERS OF ATTORNEY
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www.rcla.co.uk
0844 5499007

REVEALED! T

he column which proves you can mix business
with pleasure, with Peter Manning, who runs
Essex International, a consultancy specialising
in helping businesses enter China.

In no more than 100 words, detail your
career to date…
My student jobs included running a
jackhammer in San Diego and being a
dogsbody in an architect’s office in the UAE.
After university I took the first job I was
offered, in Chelmsford Borough Council,
and later moved into the field of inward
investment and trade promotion with
Essex County Council. In 2000 my wife and
I quit our jobs to move to Beijing to learn
Chinese, after which I joined a management
consultant doing strategy and teambuilding
courses on the Great Wall of China. I returned
to work for Essex County Council running
their China trade promotion consultancy
called Essex International.
Childhood career ambition…
After watching Born Free, all I wanted to do
was be a game warden in Africa.
Best piece of career advice you’ve given…
There are no careers. Follow your interests
and be as useful as possible.
Best piece of career advice you’ve received…
Get a degree and you will have more choices.

Worked for me, but maybe it
was bad advice too – I wish now
I’d been an entrepreneur.
Your two perfect dinner guests,
one business, one pleasure…
Ben Cohen & Jerry Greenfield,
the ice cream guys. They
showed business could also be
pleasure.
The secret of running a
successful business is…
Knowing why you matter, and
to whom, and making sure you keep making a
difference to them.
If you weren’t in your current profession,
what might you likely be…
Craft food or drink entrepreneur.
If you had a magic wand and could change
one thing in business, it would be…
Turn back the clock and stop all the unique
family-run shops and restaurants being
displaced by bland chains and parcel delivery
companies, destroying jobs, variety and local
culture.

Hobbies/interests…
Baking bread and family
holidays.
Favourite ever TV programme/
film/meal/country visited….
The Office/Harold and Maude/
Any meal from Thailand/
Vietnam.
Tell us something about you
that might surprise people…
As a schoolkid in the 70s,
me and a friend got up in
the middle of the night and
climbed up one of the towers of Clifton
Suspension Bridge. Standing on the very top
was amazing, so we went down and climbed
up the other one. The guy in the gatekeeper
office appeared to be drunk.
If I ruled the world, the first thing I’d do is…
Make humanity grasp the nettle and
force all production and consumption to
become genuinely sustainable. Corporate
greenwashing gives the illusion we are
tackling the problem – we aren’t. I feel guilty
my generation has created such a mess.

Employee wellbeing: your
responsibilities as an employer

E

MPLOYERS are under an
obligation to protect their
employees from the risk of
injury while at work, including the
risk of injury to their mental health
caused by the development of
depression and anxiety as a result
of work-related stress.
Where it can be shown that you have failed
to take reasonable steps to comply with your
obligation to protect, and as a result of this an
employee has been injured, you may be liable
to pay compensation.
You will not normally be liable for ordinary
stress levels associated with a particular
role as you are entitled to expect employees
to withstand the usual pressures of a job.
However, if you are aware that an employee
may be particularly vulnerable to the effects
of stress, or it is reasonable for you to foresee
that an individual’s circumstances may pose
a danger to their mental wellbeing, then you
need to take care.
Bullying and harassment are obvious sources
of stress and employees have been awarded
significant compensation where they have
been able to show that their employer
failed to take all reasonable steps to prevent
harassment by colleagues.
Where harassment is related to a characteristic
protected by discrimination laws, such as
race, gender or sexual orientation, an affected
employee may be able to bring a discrimination
claim.
Events in an employee’s personal life, such as
a family breakup or bereavement, may well
increase their stress levels and even though
these events are outside of your control you
should not ignore them when evaluating
the steps you need to take to ensure the

employee remains safe and well. Instead, you
should be sympathetic to what the employee
is going through and take this into account
when assessing their situation and likely
vulnerability.
Employers have additional responsibilities
for employees who have a mental or physical
health condition which is treated as a disability
under the Equality Act 2010. Although
stress itself is not a disability, it is possible
for common stress-related conditions to be
debilitating, including depression.
It does not matter who or what caused the
condition: if you have a disabled employee
whose disability affects their ability to do their
job then it may be reasonable to expect an
adjustment to their working conditions to cater
for this, for example by allowing them to flex
their hours or to work from home.
You need to look carefully at your workplace
culture and the effect this may have on a
disabled employee. For instance, in a case that
came before the Employment Appeal Tribunal
an employer was found to have breached the
requirements of the Equality Act by making it
obvious to a disabled employee that they were
expected to work late like everyone else even
though they did not actually tell the employee
that they must do this.
Managers should be proactive and vigilant
for signs that employees may be experiencing
difficulties or stress. Steps aimed at improving
employee wellbeing include:
• introducing and implementing an employee
wellbeing strategy and policy
• stress risk assessments and audits (the
Health and Safety Executive’s Management
Standards approach offers helpful
guidance)
• operating an employee assistance
programme
• effective implementation of anti-bullying

Bowls of fresh fruit and mindfulness
sessions are becoming increasingly
common in the workplace as employers
try to promote the wellbeing of their
staff. A successful wellbeing strategy
can improve employee attendance and
retention, as well as productivity. It can
also help shield you from compensation
claims brought by employees for
stress-related conditions which may
be exacerbated by their work. Mark
Rothman, employment law expert with
The Legal 500 Firm Jefferies Solicitors
in Southend and Chelmsford, sets
out an employer’s legal obligations
for employee wellbeing and suggests
initiatives for you to adopt.

•
•
•
•

and harassment policies
supporting an individual employee,
for example through flexible working
arrangements or reducing workload
improving levels of physical activity by
introducing cycle to work schemes and
lunchtime jogging clubs
encouraging healthy eating by ensuring
canteens and vending machines sell
healthy food
training line managers to spot and
effectively respond to employees
experiencing stress and mental health
difficulties.
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Beware the danger to pedestrians
of electrically powered gates

E

LECTRICALLY powered gates
have many advantages – but
users of them need to be
very aware of the potential risk to
pedestrians, a security company
boss has warned.

Alex Clark, Managing Director of Colchesterbased Aegis Integrated Security, said an
incident involving the death of a nine-year
old child has highlighted possible risks to
pedestrians from using electrically powered
gates.
He said: “The tragic death of this young
girl demonstrates how important it is that
businesses which have electronic gates
installed ensure they are properly installed in
the first place and are regularly inspected and
maintained.
“When designing, constructing, installing and/
or commissioning electrically powered gates,
or where managing sites where electrically
powered gates exist, employers and the selfemployed must ensure so far as is reasonably
practicable that:
• they have undertaken a suitable and
sufficient risk assessment to identify any
hazards and associated risks to persons
using the gates. This should include
consideration of the identification of
any trapping and/or crushing zones
where employees or persons not in your
employment (such as contractors or

members of the public) may become
trapped and injured, the identification of
ways in which safe operating systems (such
as key-pad or key-fob systems) may be
defeated or by-passed and place employees,
non-employees (such as contractors),
or members of the public at risk. This
is particularly relevant where children,
members of the public, or persons not
familiar with the safe use of any installation
have access to electrically powered gates
and may not recognise a risk to their safety.
When the installation is complete, a final
risk assessment should be undertaken
• they have eliminated and/or controlled any
risks identified from the risk assessment.
Wherever possible risks should be
eliminated, but where they need to be
controlled technology such as fixed guards,
pressure sensitive strips, safety sensor
flooring, light barriers or infra-red detectors
may help control and/or reduce the risk, but
consideration needs to be given to how a
person may still be harmed if one of these
systems fail
• where two or more employers and/or selfemployed persons (such as contractors)
are involved in work surrounding the gates
there must be effective co-operation and coordination between work activities. Ensuring
there is effective communication between
different organisations will help ensure
that hazards and associated risks from
the various build phases are continuously
identified and controlled

PLANNING YOUR
MARKETING
BUILDING YOUR
REACH & EXPOSURE
DELIVERING YOU
RESULTS
BUILDING YOUR BRAND.

Elan Marketing Half Page advertisement.indd 1
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• where your organisation uses contractors
you should satisfy yourself that the
contractor is sufficiently competent to carry
out the work that is asked of them. Their
work should be periodically monitored and
reviewed
• any component parts (such as motors
and motor arms) supplied by separate
manufacturers should be installed in
accordance with the manufacturers
guidance, and used in accordance with their
instructions for use
• where the gates are defined as a machine
under the Supply of Machinery (Safety)
Regulations 2008 a conformity assessment
must be undertaken by a responsible
person prior to their use, and a technical file
compiled. Any information or instructions
required on how to operate the gates should
be made available to the person(s) or
organisation that the gates are produced for.
An EC declaration of conformity should be
produced, and the gates CE marked
• persons adopting the responsibility for the
management and maintenance of the gates
should be provided with the appropriate
safety documentation, instructions for
use, and training in how to operate and
maintain the gates safely. Persons using the
gates regularly should be given appropriate
information, instruction and training on
how to operate them safely
• regular reviews or assessments are
undertaken to ensure that the gates are
maintained in a safe condition.”

MARKETING CONSULTANCY
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
INFLUENCER MARKETING
CONTENT MARKETING
WEBSITE DESIGN
EMAIL MARKETING
LEAD GENERATION
GRAPHIC DESIGN
OUTDOOR MEDIA

w w w. e l a n c m . c o .u k
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New university business appointment
A MARKETING director with
international experience of
helping businesses grow has been
appointed to help boost links
between the University of Essex
and local companies.
In his new role as Executive Fellow of
the Essex Business School, Malcolm
Johnston will help ensure companies
can take advantage of the university’s
world-class research and expertise to
help them grow and prosper. He’ll also
help develop and deliver the university’s

executive education programmes, which
include short courses and industryspecific programmes aimed at helping
businesses to boost skills, develop teams
and embrace large-scale organisational
change.
Professor Tazeeb Rajwani, Head of
Executive Education at Essex Business
School, said: “Malcolm is joining us at an
exciting stage where we are developing a
unique portfolio of Executive Education
courses that are innovative, researchdriven and intellectually challenging.
Malcolm will use his extensive teaching
experiences from some of the leading

business schools in the world to design
unique learning experiences for adult
learners. His international managerial
experience from some of the largest
companies in the world will enhance
our links with local companies whilst
his teaching will positively transform
organisations.”
Malcolm has worked in both Germany
and America and has experience of
a number of sectors including IT,
pharmaceuticals and private banking.
He is a senior tutor for the Chartered
Institute of Marketing.

The perfect storm

L

OW unemployment, high
employment, wages on the
increase, and a generation
of skills gaps going back to the
80s. It seems a long time ago
when we were gripped by the
2008 global recession which was
arguably the largest since the
Great Depression of the 1930s
but believe it or not we are still
suffering from the aftermath.

Despite costs going up just about
everywhere, wages have been
suppressed since 2008 and are only
just starting to see the green shoots of
recovery. Unemployment is the lowest
it’s been since 1975 and the migration
from Eastern Europe has slowed to a
trickle since the vote to Brexit. To cap
it all we have an unskilled generation
gap left by the decline of industry
in the 1980s and the abolishment of
apprenticeships.
Things have moved on since then.
Our country is no longer the
manufacturing giant it once was and
service-based industry now accounts
for 80% of GDP, not to mention the
technical sector and all the jobs that
haven’t been invented yet!
So, what does it all mean to employers?
In 2018 the jobseeker has the
advantage and although money is
not always the main motivator, the
first question that is asked when
considering a new job is…how much?
Long gone are the days of 9-5 too. Now

Ian Banks, director of Southendbased 121 Personnel, offers some
tips on how to make your business
an attractive proposition to wouldbe new talent in an era when
talent is hard to come by.
it’s all about flexible working, employee
fulfilment and employer brand. From
a practical perspective it’s not always
possible to stay ahead of the curve
but even a few tweaks to working
conditions and employee benefits could
help make your business an attractive
place to potential talent.
To help get you started here are a few
tips to help you attract the best recruits
and, more importantly, keep them.
Know what it is you need: an
unplanned job description cobbled
together over a ham sandwich is a
big no-no. Plan it and draft a proper
job description noting the key
responsibilities and essential skill
requirements.
Know yourself: understand what your
strengths and weaknesses are, promote
your strengths and improve on your
weaknesses.
Be flexible: it’s not necessarily about
working from home. Instead, focus
more on results and less on how many
hours someone sits in a chair.
Be friendly: have a personal approach
to recruiting, answer emails promptly
and engage with people on social
media.
Develop your employees: training,
development and education are an

important draw for new workers. It
not only helps you develop people who
are technically excellent, your team
will be innovative by finding solutions
to problems which leads to constant
improvement.
Build your brand: encouraging
employees to be brand ambassadors
to others will help reinforce your
organisation’s image, which over time
will make you more attractive to
potential talent.
Invest some time: too many employers
expect new employees to start
working on day one without providing
proper training. Invest in recruiting,
onboarding, training, and development.
People change: have open discussions
with employees about short-term and
long-term goals, and then work with
them to meet those goals.
Encourage new ideas: this not only
helps them learn and grow but it can
also lead to breakthrough ideas for the
company. When people are encouraged
to share ideas, it builds a dynamic
workforce where people are passionate
about what they do.
Pay attention to trends: it’s important
to pay close attention to market
trends and understand what draws
candidates. A company should try to
continuously adapt its workplace to
reflect this.
Recruitment takes time and costs
money. The average cost to hire is
£5500, rising to a whopping £35,000 to
get your new recruit up to speed over a
six-month period. Get it wrong and the
costs double, so it makes sense to get it
right first time around.
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“Coming together is a beginning,
keeping together is progress,
working together is success.”
- Henry Ford

High quality Litho & Digital Printing
State of the art equipment Traditional values
Service you can rely on
Established 1971
9 Stepfield, Witham, Essex, CM8 3BN.
hello@printwize.co.uk • T: 01376 500 900 • www.printwize.co.uk
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Don’t think cyber-crime
won’t happen to you
C
YBER crime is now the
fastest growing crime in
the world and is causing
untold misery to businesses
of all size - and, yes, that
includes your business!
Sunil Shah,
Managing
Director of
Gidea Parkbased C&M
Insurance, is
witnessing
more and
more cases
of businesses
being victims
of cyber-crime
– a crime
which is so easy to commit. It can be done
from the bedroom using just a laptop and
internet connection.

3. USB memory sticks/removable storage
4. Users not following protocol/data
protection policies
5. Ex-employees retaining access to
network
6. Infection via malware from personal
devices
7. Hackers
8. Employees using non-authorised
tools/applications for work purposes
(personal email drives/file sharing)
9. Social media viruses
10. Critical information on stolen devices.

Sunil said: “GDPR has made it more
important than ever for businesses
to protect digital data and third-party
liabilities. From phishing emails and
malicious hacks to simply leaving a laptop
on the train, there are many ways your
business could lose control of digital
data. This can put customer details, bank
accounts and sensitive information at risk.
Cyber liability cover can help your business
back onto its feet after a security breach.

“The hacker can be anywhere
in the world which makes
it extremely hard to catch
the criminal. A conventional
business insurance policy and
the banks will not protect you
against cyber-crime. There are
so many aspects: ransonware,
phishing emails, data breach
but a good insurance broker
can guide you through the risks
relevant to your business. The
threat is very real and is here!
All businesses have a serious
responsibility when it comes
to client data that they hold,
especially electronically.
“Many SMEs don’t feel it will
affect them and can be trading
in denial. The statistics are
alarming. According to research by the
Federation of Small Businesses, during
2014/15, SMEs fell victim to seven million
cyber-crimes, costing them £5.26 million.
In 2016, 66% of SMEs surveyed had fallen
victim to cyber-crime,” said Sunil, who
launched C&M Insurance in 1996 after
working in the City for an investment
bank.
Here are the top 10 cyber threats
considered to be the biggest risk by
businesses themselves:
1. Malicious links within emails
2. Employees sharing usernames/
passwords

that they’ll never be totally invulnerable
to cyber-crime so should have suitable
insurance cover in place.”

Sunil’s views are echoed by David Gibb,
Essex Police Cyber Protect Officer, who
said: “While we all know cyber-crime exists,
businesses are still not taking adequate
precautions to protect themselves. Why?
Well, 27% feel they are too small to be
targets. The truth though is that anyone
with internet access is a target. 93% of
businesses have an online presence with
all holding personal identifiable data such
as client lists, personnel details, invoices,
emails, passwords, finances etc all of which
is valuable to the cyber-criminal.
“You must treat cyber security seriously.
This is a real and persistent threat. So in
the same way you protect your personal
property and belongings in your physical
world such as your home or business
premises, so must you apply
the same approach to your
online world. Cyber security
should form part of your
business continuity and
disaster recovery plans.”
Business insurance can be
complex, but, said Sunil, C&M
believes in making the process
as simple as possible. “We
don’t stick to rigid price plans
or packages, instead working
with leading providers to build
you a fully bespoke insurance
solution that is designed to give
you the right cover at the right
time.

“We offer cyber policies which can protect
against online and digital risks with cover
which can include:
• breach costs including customer
notification and third-party losses
• business interruption
• damage to equipment
• legal costs and regulatory fines
• public relations assistance.
“Businesses – of all size – must start
taking cyber-crime and its consequences
seriously. They need to make their systems
and procedures as secure as possible but,
equally importantly, they need to accept

“In order to do this, our
experienced advisers ask all
the pertinent questions to get the full
picture. Our company directors will also
carry out site visits where appropriate.
We will identify any areas of concern in
your current cover or operations and offer
honest advice and suggestions.”

Contact:
01708 764000
mail@cm-insurance.co.uk
www.cm-insurance.co.uk
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Support Essex’s
homeless in 2019
SUPPORTING a charity
connects your company
to an important cause and
allows you to make a real
impact for good.
If your local community is important to
you and your staff, now is the perfect
time to think about choosing an Essex
charity to support as your Charity of the
Year for 2019.
Homelessness in Essex is rising fast
(up 44% in the past year)*. CHESS is a
registered Essex charity that supports
single homeless adults. CHESS is a
Programme of Change – our aim is to
change every individual’s situation for
the better. We are not a ‘sticking plaster’
because we really can make a positive
difference.
CHESS supports up to 32 men and
women at any given time. At CHESS,
we provide our homeless residents
with a clean warm bedroom, homecooked meals and washing and
hygiene facilities. Of equal importance,
CHESS provides one-to-one support
and counselling from in-house

support workers. Additionally, with
the prevalence of mental health and
substance abuse, CHESS is also able
to signpost to specialist agencies to
ensure that residents receive clinical and
psychological support.

We need your company’s support
For more than 20 years, CHESS has
provided support and accommodation
to the county’s homeless. With a
nine-bedroom night shelter on New
London Road, Chelmsford, and five
‘move on’ shared accommodation
properties, last year we supported 51
homeless people (plus 32 who are still
progressing through the programme).
Our special winter project gives beds to
those sleeping rough in the cold winter
months and last year we supported
61 individuals on the winter project.
Support costs money, and we rely on
donations and contributions.
For 2019, we’ve packaged our support
options (below). You can see how your
donations can provide tangible help. For
example, your company could fund the
costs of refurbishing and furnishing a
bedroom. You could even donate some
of your professional services like IT or

accounting, or give your staff time off to
organise a fundraising activity.

You can use our social enterprise
CHESS has a social enterprise company
called Wingspan Works, which provides
quality domestic and garden services.
The benefit of Wingspan Works is that
it offers employment to those who have
been through the CHESS Programme
of Change. We’ve turned lives around
for those who have been long-term
unemployed and those who have been
through the judicial and prison systems.

The benefits to your company
If yours is a limited company, you will
pay less Corporation Tax by donating
to CHESS. What’s more, in return for
helping us, you’ll not only enjoy the
warm, fuzzy, feel-good factor associated
with giving to charity, but your corporate
social responsibility credentials will be
sky high. We really appreciate your
support. We wish peace and joy to you
and your loved ones and every success
to your business in 2019.
To donate to CHESS, call 01245 281
104, visit www.chesshomeless.org or
email fundraising@chesshomeless.org

*Autumn rough sleeping counts and estimates were carried out between 1 October and 30 November in 2017.
Each local authority in Essex either conducts a street count or provides an estimate – Brentwood conducted estimates after 30 November 2017. A
count is a single snapshot of the number of rough sleepers in a local authority area. Counts are independently verified by Homeless Link. An estimate is
the number of people thought to be sleeping rough in a local authority area on any one night in a chosen week.

Can your company help the homeless ?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fund the cost of Christmas Day and Boxing Day Dinner - £500
Fund the refurbishing and furnishing of one bedroom - £2,500
Help fund welfare and support services costs - £9,300
Help fund substance abuse monitoring kits - £2,500
Help fund safe and secure accommodation costs - £5,200
Help fund the cost of outreach vehicle - £3,800
Donate (or contribute to the cost of) a minibus
Sponsor or provide outsourced professional HR services
Sponsor or provide outsourced professional accounting services
Sponsor or provide outsourced professional IT support services
Donate (or contribute to the cost of) a professional Tenancies Officer (housing)
Give your staff a day off to organise their own fundraising event for CHESS
Donate your services as a professional electrician, plumber or builder
Use Wingspan Works for your grounds maintenance/garden/fencing requirements

For more details on these options, visit www.chesshomeless.org/category/corporate-support/
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First impressions don’t
just count, they cost!

R

as your staff. Is the outside area clean
and well signposted? Are the gutters and
fascias clean? Are the walls in need of a
washdown? Is the reception area clean
and uncluttered?

A survey by Cleaning & Maintenance
revealed that a whopping 97% of
customers wouldn’t return to a
restaurant with dirty toilets.

Keeping your workforce happy and
comfortable can be attributed to a
pleasant working environment too.
But it’s not just aesthetics; a clean
workplace has been proven to reduce
sickness, enhance morale and increase
productivity. Trade publication Facilities
Management Journal reported that
employees’ top motivational wish-list
included clean washrooms, office plants
and pleasant breakout areas.

ESEARCH shows that
people can make up their
mind about someone
within a tenth of a second of
meeting, so it is not surprising
that potential customers decide
whether or not to bless your
company with their business
too in a very short time too.

It’s not possible to put a figure on the
cost of cleanliness to your company. It’s
likely that you’ll never know how many
customers walked away after catching
a glimpse of dirty windows, mouldy
fascias or a neglected reception, but
losing revenue because of a poor first
impression is easily avoided. So, as we
approach a new year, maybe it’s time to
take a fresh look at your premises and ask
yourself what message you are sending
to your visitors, new and existing, as well

In the UK alone, approximately 34 million
workdays are lost per year as a result
of even minor illnesses like coughs and
colds. Washrooms are a haven for germs
and often used as a yardstick for not only
the cleanliness of your establishment,
but also your general company ethos. If
your business premises isn’t clean, what
will people assume about your attitude
towards your delivery of products or
services?
Another hotspot for nasties is the trusty

Simon Biggs, partner at Monthind Clean
LLP, the region’s largest independent
cleaning company, looks at how
cleanliness affects that all-important
first impression of your business,
and can even impact on morale and
productivity.

keyboard. We type away on them all
day, leaving behind dead skin and other
nasty stuff as we go. Not to mention any
unexpected sneezes over the keys or
unwitting food spillages into the gaps. A
study conducted in 2016 found that the
average keyboard harbours 200,000 times
more bacteria than a toilet seat. With
the trend for hotdesking, it’s even more
important to maintain and monitor high
standards of cleanliness of IT equipment.
A good contract cleaning company will
ensure keyboards and telephone headsets
are left sparkling clean and hygienic.

Get up to £2,500 towards a full
fibre connection with help from the
Gigabit Broadband Voucher Scheme
and access the fastest and most
reliable speeds for your business
Visit www.superfastessex.org/
gigabitvoucher to check your
eligibility and choose a supplier
to apply for your voucher
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Now travellers with serious
and terminal illnesses can get
affordable travel insurance

H

OCKLEY-BASED
Leisureworld Ltd has
launched a specialist travel
insurance product which means
people with cancer and other preexisting illnesses can now access
travel insurance.

team is now helping cancer patients
and others with pre-existing illness
who might be struggling to get travel
insurance for their travels abroad.
In the past, the cost of insurance
policies has been inhibitive and many
insurers would not provide full cover
for anyone with pre-existing medical
conditions. In some cases, people with
cancer and other pre-existing illness
The company has teamed up with
have travelled without any travel
Live Better With, an online healthcare
insurance. This is not recommended
platform that makes day-to-day life
and is a highly risky strategy, as the
easier for people living with longcosts of treatment abroad can be very
term health conditions by addressing
expensive.
the ‘non-medical’ side of their care.
In Europe, the free European Health
Live Better With is an award-winning
Insurance Card (EHIC) does not cover
healthcare company, which opened the
all the costs involved in receiving
UK’s first ever one-stop store specifically
treatment overseas.
for cancer patients and is on a mission
Live Better With founder, Tamara Rajah,
to help people with long-term illnesses
said: “We believe that just because you
find fair and affordable travel insurance.
have a pre-existing medical condition
In its continued effort to help make
shouldn’t mean you can’t travel or
1
27/09/2018
life easierCEC_NYE18_Deco_Event_Business_Time_190wx131h_Final_bleeds.pdf
for the millions of people
end up paying more than
you need 11:28
to. Helping people find insurance for
living with cancer, the Live Better With
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a much-needed holiday at a difficult
enough time is one small thing we can
do as part of our mission to make dayto-day life a little bit better.”
With this in mind, Live Better With
asked insurance specialist Peter Collins
of Leisureworld GB Ltd, a market
leading travel insurance schemes
broker, to design a programme for them.
Peter Collins, Managing Director of
Leisureworld, commented: “The new
product will help cancer patients and
people with other pre-existing illness
to get the travel insurance they need
for their holidays. We chose to launch
with Live Better With because the
company has such a good reputation
for helping those with pre-existing
medical conditions such as cancer.
Notwithstanding, offering affordable
travel insurance was a natural addition
to the services already provided by Live
Better With.”
Further information can be obtained
from Peter on 01702 200 222.

Help protect wildlife

E

SSEX Wildlife Trust has many
diverse corporate members
and in the past 12 months
has held various joint business
networking events.
This helps showcase their sites, goods
and services to fellow corporate
members, but also invitations have been
sent to the wider business community
giving both them and EWT the
opportunity to meet new customers or
supporters.
Karen Dixon, Corporate Co-ordinator
for EWT, said: “Essex Wildlife Trust

is the largest conservation charity
in the county and one of the biggest
of the 47 county wildlife trusts that
work together throughout the British
Isles as The Wildlife Trusts. The Trust
has been protecting Essex for wildlife
and people since 1959 and is working
hard to restore, recreate and rebuild
Living Landscapes, which will enable
species and people to move through
a wildlife-rich countryside. Without
financial support from members and
partners like you we would not be able
to carry out our important conservation
work, nor inspire the people of Essex to
cherish their wildlife.

“The natural environment is no different
from your business environment. It
needs management, care, expertise,
effort – and it needs you. We need to
protect some of the many areas in our
county that are invaluable to people
and wildlife. We wish to build working
partnerships with businesses to prevent
loss of habitat, species and green spaces,
while recognising legitimate needs.
Be part of our vision by becoming an
Investor in Wildlife.”
For further information, contact Karen
on 01621 862960 or email karend@
essexwt.org.uk

Businesses invited to a taste of history
ONE of Colchester’s most iconic
restaurants is looking to offer its
historic setting to local businesses.
The Old Siege House in East Street, Colchester
has a rich history dating back to the 15th
Century and owes its name to the siege of
Colchester during the English Civil War.
Director Darren Lisney has just taken full
control of the restaurant and is keen to

develop strong links with the business
community. Darren said: “We will be
extending our opening hours, including allday opening on Fridays and Saturdays so that
businesses can utilise our facilities which
include a very atmospheric upstairs meeting
room and individual areas. The venue is also
perfect for networking meetings and private
dining functions for which we can provide a
lunch or dinner package.”
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Essex businesses need to address
sales shame says survey

D

EVELOPING and running
a successful sales
department has been
identified by Essex business
leaders as the biggest barrier to
growth.
The finding is revealed in the results of a
survey commissioned by Sandler Training
and carried out by external research
agency, Censuswide, which surveyed
200 business leaders in the South East.
When asked to identify the biggest barrier
to growth, it wasn’t Brexit uncertainty,
cashflow or lazy workers, but ‘sales shame’.
More than a third (34%) believe sales
shame is negatively impacting their
business growth – while 27% also believe
this sales shame is holding back the UK
economy.
When the survey probed further, it
discovered the problems start with sales
recruitment and perception. One in eight
(12%) business leaders questioned had
an open sales role they cannot recruit for.
The key attributes businesses are looking
for in a prospective salesperson is good
communications (40%), confidence (38%)

and a nice personality (27%). However,
when asked what characteristics they
would traditionally most associate with
sales people, ‘pushy’ topped the list
with 50% of respondents, followed by
untrustworthy (23%) and impatient (18.5%).
Rupert Miles, Managing Director of Sandler
Training in Essex, said: “Clearly work
needs to be done, given the business and
economic impact of this sales shame. The
fact is, sales has always had a really bad
reputation. Sales staff are stereotypically
seen as junior and transient, and as such
industry and academics rarely view it as a
‘real’ profession. If sales is ever taught at
schools or universities, it’s done within a
marketing module in a largely theoretical
and passive way. They never have any
collateral such as research on sales to
share with their classes, let alone pedagogy.
“Sales in practice is largely about
communication and persuasion and can
be a very successful career path for young
people with the right soft skills. However,
sales shame is embedded from a young
age. School leavers voted sales as the least
attractive job to go into (36%), followed
by banking (19%). Conversely, medicine
topped the list as the most attractive career

pathway (28%), followed by IT (21%) and
the legal profession (18%). When we have a
huge problem with youth unemployment
it’s madness to know that they are being
engrained to think negatively about
starting a career journey, which could be
really lucrative and enjoyable,
“South East businesses have a huge role to
play in resolving the problem with sales.
Unlike Brexit, it is a problem they can
control, which will have a very positive
impact on their bottom line. Giving their
sales teams unrealistic targets, with no
guidance on how they can achieve them,
is just going to perpetuate the issue. Many
businesses just think if they change the
name from ‘sales’ to ‘exec’ then they can
carry on the status quo. No wonder 45%
of South East business leaders feel like
sales titles are changing, but the roles have
stayed the same.
“If the sales sector is to become
professionalised and revered, we need to
develop sales functions that get the best
out of our staff and skills. The benefits are
surely self evident: sales is the lifeblood of a
company and our economy.”

Networking as it should be!
Networking Essex is a business networking
group which meets on a monthly basis,
currently in Chelmsford but soon at other
locations around the county. The meetings are
paid for by the members and the events are
FREE for non-members to attend – not just the
first meeting, but as many meetings as you like.
Our meetings are social and regularly attract
70+ visitors. There are no 60-second pitches,
no pressure selling and no plethora of rules and
regulations – just a room full of business people
who are there to mix and mingle, make new
contacts and keep up with existing ones. We provide
the venue, ample free parking and refreshments.
All we need from you is a smile!
Naturally being a member (and it’s just £30 a
month payable in monthly instalments) has a great
number of additional benefits, not least being free
membership of Networking Essex Directors Club.
The Directors Club is more focused on decision
makers attracting seniors, directors and owners
with a maximum of 40 at an event which normally
take place at a such venues as racecourses, cricket
grounds and top-notch restaurants.

Exclusive offer to
BusinessTime in Essex
readers!

Here’s a taster of upcoming events:
Wednesday December 12, 1pm:
Directors Club Christmas lunch at the Galvin
Green Man, Great Waltham
Wednesday January 23, 12-3pm:
Networking Essex Expo at Chelmsford City
Football Club. The stands for this event are
available to members only and are free. We
would normally expect to see 250+ attend.
Wednesday March 27, 10.30am-4.30pm
Chelmsford City Racecourse will host our big
Expo of the year: 100+ businesses exhibiting and
an estimated 1,000+ visitors to this major event
in the Essex business calendar.

Networking Essex is kindly
offering BusinessTime in Essex
readers a opportunity to attend
a future Directors Club meeting
to experience for themselves
how the event unfolds. It’s a great
opportunity to mix with fellow
directors/business owners, talk
business in a relaxed environment
and meet valuable new contacts.
These exclusive guest places will be
limited at each meeting and need
to be booked in advance.To find
out dates and venues of upcoming
meetings and to reserve your
place, quoting the code BTENW,
call Aaron Desmond on
07802 807197 or email
aaron@networking-essex.co.uk

Call Aaron Desmond on 07802 807197 or email aaron@networking-essex.co.uk • www.networking-essex.co.uk
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International trade
- 2018 and looking
to the future

I

T’S been a very interesting
past 12 months at Essex
Chambers of Commerce
where international trade is
concerned.
With such an obstacle and obstruction in
the way in the name of “Brexit”, it is and
has been challenging but by no means
repressed our appetite to strive to make
sure we offer and deliver the best in terms
of support and guidance to our business
community.
I am a firm believer in listening to
businesses and feeding your thoughts,
ideas and issues into our future plans and
offerings in terms of trade services and
support. So what have you said to us this
year and how have we interpreted and
acted upon your feedback?
Firstly, export documentation. I am very
lucky to have a team that pride themselves
on customer service and delivery. They
have processed some 10,500 Certificates
of Origins and HMRC Customs preference
certificates (EUR1s and ATRs) this year.
With our online facility provided by i2i
Infinity, this makes for a smooth, speedy
and efficient process. The team work
closely with i2i Infinity on constant
improvements and adaptations to the
software.
You will find products from all major
sectors across the world which have been
supplied or manufactured and produced
from businesses in Essex. Products such
as Tiptree Jam from Wilkin and Sons Ltd,
laboratory equipment from MRS Scientific
Ltd, supplementary vitamins from Life on
Healthcare Ltd, food and drink supplied
from International Foodlink Ltd - the list
goes on. Not forgetting our valued freight
forwarders and logistics customers who
sometimes take care of this for you.
As well as issuing documentation, we
assist with the barriers you face with the
ever changing and new regulations which
apply to overseas markets. This year you
experienced issues with exports to Iraq
and Certificates of Conformity – this was
settled by a member of the team who
liaised with the embassy and conformity
bodies. With the determination to gain a
result she was able to negotiate between

the parties and find a solution that enabled
you to export your goods.
We listened to your feedback on our ATA
Carnet & Letters of Credit service and
have sourced an excellent new provider.
We have been able to assist businesses
such as Woodland Group Ltd with ATA
carnets enabling the temporary export
of racing cars and equipment to the USA
for the World RallyCross Championships
and stunt cars and equipment to India
and many more businesses with their
requirements.
When it comes to training, the
international trade training programme we
offer is held in both the north and south
of the county. The training is delivered by
Chadwick Exports Services Ltd who are
niche in this field. The feedback we have
received during the years demonstrates
that training is imperative and essential
more now than ever with the need to
understand customs procedures and rules
of origin affecting both import and exports
now and in the future.
You wanted to know more about AEO
(Authorised Economic Operator) status.
We ran a number of awareness sessions
and are now offering an AEO Masterclass
delivered by Chadwick Export to enable
you to decide if this can benefit your
business or whether to take up some of the
procedures.
If you want to apply for AEO status, we
are able to help. We are soon to launch
another new chamber product which
facilitates you through the process of
application with speed and accuracy.
You enquired about Dangerous Goods
Training. We are now working closely
with LogicomHub who provide the
training at our premises, bespoke or an
online solution. We are in the process
of launching a Chambers product in
conjunction with LogicomHub to further
support you in this field.
This year, our events were focused around
the need for us to engage and listen to
your concerns about Brexit and planning
from a customs perspective. We held a
series of these events across the county.
Businesses were able to leave with a clear
understanding of the key current facts
together with some advice on how to
prepare for the different scenarios. The

Jane Rose, Head of International
Trade at Essex Chambers of
Commerce, explains the helping
hand available to those for whom
international trade remains an
appealing aspect of business.

general outcome from the events indicated
that a health check on your current status
with regard to your international trade
processes and compliance will not only
put you in a good position to deal with the
future but benefit your business today.
We have delivered events looking at
opportunities and how to navigate and
enter new overseas markets. As with all
our round table events, the sharing of best
practice among the attendees proved to be
invaluable.
This year, our International Trade Forums
held at Portcullis House in Westminster
has given businesses the chance to listen
and pose questions to MPs such as Greg
Hands, the former Minister of State for the
Department of International Trade, and
Liam Fox, the Secretary for State for the
Department of International Trade.
Next year we are really looking forward
to working with some new organisations
who will help you navigate current and
new overseas markets. I personally look
forward to meeting more of our Essex
businesses who are trading.

Useful Brexit links
We will continue to deliver
information to you in all areas
related to Brexit as soon as it become
available. Here are some useful links:
The BCC Checklist: www.
britishchambers.org.uk
i2i Infinity Duty Calculator: www.
i2i-infinity.co.uk/resources/dutycalculator
Customs Declaration Service:www.
gov.uk/government/collections/
customs-handling-of-import-andexport-freight-chief-replacementprogramme
Essex Chambers of Commerce
International Trade: www.
essexchambers.co.uk
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The Supply Line
D I R E C T O R Y

Put yourself in front of 30,000 potential
customers for £15 a month or £150 a year
Promote your business to the 30,000 readers of BusinessTime in Essex (print and online) for just £15 plus VAT
a month paid monthly or a one-off annual fee of £150 plus VAT to cover four issues.
It’s an amazingly cost-effective way of putting your business right under the noses of the magazine’s decision-making readership: that’s
your company name, telephone number, email address, website address plus 30 further words describing what you offer.
To be part of The Supply Line directory, simply email your details to Editor Peter Richardson at peter@pjrcomms.co.uk or call him on
01206 843225.

ADMIN SUPPORT
Liberty Executive Services: secretarial

services provided in a professional manner, from
a traditional Executive Assistant, carried out
at a distance (virtually). Services include copy
typing, audio transcription, telephone answering/
messaging service, travel arrangements.
0203 475 7802
tina@liberty-executive.com
www.liberty-executive.com

CLEANING
Priority Support Services Ltd: your local

commercial contract cleaning company providing
quality cleaning services to businesses throughout
Essex. We want to work with forward thinking
like minded companies such as yours, providing
cleaning solutions across the county.
01702 810015
admin@prioritysupportservices.com
www.prioritysupportservices.com

DEBT RECOVERY
Scott & Mears Credit Services Ltd: a
professional debt recovery company that has been
trading for 30 years. We always work on a strict
‘no win – no fee’ commission basis.
01702 466300
enquiries@scottandmears.co.uk
www.scottandmears.co.uk

FINANCIAL
E C Financial Services Limited:

established in 2006, we offer independent financial
advice for pensions, protection, investments
and inheritance tax planning. Please contact us
for more information and to arrange a free initial
consultation.
01245 294900
advice@ecfsltd.co.uk
www.ecfsltd.co.uk

FIRE
IQ Fire Solutions: a BAFE-

accredited independent specialist fire alarm
company, providing expert system design,
installation and servicing. Allow us to help you
to protect your property, your people and your
business.
020 8500 9885
servicedesk@iqfiresolutions.com
www.iqfiresolutions.com
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HEATING & PLUMBING
Goodey Services: servicing and installation of

heaters and boilers, pipework installation, general
plumbing, purging and tightness testing. 24/7
emergency call-out service. Gas Safe Register and
Oftec registered.
01206 671176
enquiries@goodeyservices.co.uk
www.goodeyservices.co.uk

HOSPITALITY
Colchester Events Company: choose

one of our iconic venues, including Colchester
Castle, historic Colchester Town Hall or the awardwinning Castle Park, for a corporate event which
will stay long in the memory.
01206 506905
info@colchester-events.co.uk
www.colchester-events.co.uk

Essex Wine School: an independent
wine education company which specialises in
hosting wine, gin, whisky and beer tastings and
courses which are open to everyone and anyone;
no previous experience necessary.
01371 267260
info@essexwineschool.com
www.essexwineschool.com
Orsett Hall: convenient to the M25, this four-

star hotel, restaurant and spa offers wide range of
corporate hospitality packages, from small meeting
rooms to sumptuous suites accommodating 150
guests.
01375 891402
reception@orsetthall.co.uk
www.orsetthall.co.uk

MARKETING
Azzurro Marketing: if you would like to

work with a dynamic team which really will boost
your bottom line, contact us now for a free, no
obligation consultation to see how you can kick
start your marketing.
0845 0099192
info@azzurromarketing.co.uk
www.azzurromarketing.co.uk
Creative Quills: we help tech sector
companies to position their brand with strategic
content. We take your technical ideas and
products and make them accessible to your target
markets.
01206 585111
info@creativequills.co.uk
www.creativequills.co.uk

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
Dragonfly Office Copiers & Printers:

offering a wide range of photocopiers and multifunction printers. Nationwide service and aftersales
support. Free print audits. 3-5-year lease options.
Comprehensive managed print service to keep
your equipment fully operational.
020 3150 1510
hello@dragonflytech.co.uk
www.dragonflytech.co.uk

PROPERTY
Dedman Gray: specialising in the sale,
letting and acquisition of all types of commercial
premises, the sale and acquisition of investments,
commercial management, rent reviews, lease
renewals and valuations.
01702 311042
commercial@dedmangray.co.uk
www.dedmangray.co.uk

TRAINING
Sandler Training: if your sales pipeline is full,
your close ratios high, you do not discount to get
the deal – in short you have a sales system and it
works, there is no need to get in touch.
07867 907478
rupert.miles@sandler.com
www.essex.sandler.com

TRAVEL
Wayne Barsby - Travel Counsellors:

bringing a tailored and personal approach to all
your business and private travel needs. Every
detail researched and organised to meet your
specific requirements. We do the work – you enjoy
the journey.
01206 809580
wayne.barsby@travelcounsellors.com
www.travelcounsellors.co.uk/wayne.barsby

WASTE DISPOSAL
G&R Waste Services: removal of all
commercial and domestic waste in a professional,
personable, timely, cost-effective manner. Free noobligation quote. Environment Agency-registered.
Tailored solutions to your waste removal needs.
07748 626727
stuart@gandrwasteservices.co.uk
www.gandrwasteservices.com

Are you ready?

Making Tax Digital affects ALL VAT registered
businesses from April 2019.
With only 4 months until the deadline, now is the time to act if you are currently VAT
registered, or are forecast to have turnover of £85,000 or more by April 2019.
Our expertise in online accountancy software means we can guide you through the process to
compliance.
■ Speak to our Making Tax Digital specialists for a free initial demo of the software available

and details on how our team can assist you and your business.

■ Sign up for our free VAT Newsletter at www.rickardluckin.co.uk/subscribe

BASILDON
01268 548127

CHELMSFORD
01245 254200

SOUTHEND
01702 347771

Suite 8, Phoenix House,
Christopher Martin Road,
Basildon, Essex
SS14 3EZ

Aquila House,
Waterloo Lane,
Chelmsford, Essex
CM1 1BN

7 Nelson Street,
Southend-on-Sea,
Essex
SS1 1EH

Rickard Luckin is a member of MGI Worldwide, a Top 20 international accounting network of independent audit, tax
and accounting firms, which brings together the expertise of some 6,000 professionals in over 300 locations around
the world. Our membership enables us to keep abreast of important new developments, while providing a seamless
international service to any of our clients looking for support abroad. For more information visit www.mgiworld.com

www.rickardluckin.co.uk
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